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Abstract
We present here a new and universal approach for the study of random and/or trees, unifying in one framework many
different models, including some novel ones not yet understood in the literature. An and/or tree is a Boolean expression
represented in (one of) its tree shapes. Fix an integer k, take a sequence of random (rooted) trees of increasing size, say
ptnqně1, and label each of these random trees uniformly at random in order to get a random Boolean expression on k
variables.
We prove that, under rather weak local conditions on the sequence of random trees ptnqně1, the distribution induced
on Boolean functions by this procedure converges as n tends to infinity. In particular, we characterise two different
behaviours of this limit distribution depending on the shape of the local limit of ptnqně1: a degenerate case when
the local limit has no leaves; and a non-degenerate case, which we are able to describe in more details under stronger
conditions. In this latter case, we provide a relationship between the probability of a given Boolean function and its
complexity.
The examples covered by this unified framework include trees that interpolate between models with logarithmic typi-
cal distances (such as random binary search trees) and other ones with square root typical distances (such as conditioned
Galton–Watson trees).
Keywords: random trees, local limit, and/or trees, random Boolean functions.
1 Introduction
The problem of generating a complex random Boolean function and understanding its typical properties can be traced back
to the pioneering work of Riordan and Shannon [38], in which the authors studied uniformly random k-variable Boolean
functions (for large integer k). However, the uniform distribution is only natural if one represents the functions by a
truth table (assigning a uniformly random value to every possible entry vector). Another way of representing a Boolean
function is by Boolean expressions, and significant efforts have been made towards defining probability distributions on
Boolean functions via of their representation by Boolean expressions. For a general introduction to such questions and
related problems, we refer the reader to the survey article by Gardy [19] and the references therein.
The concept of and/or trees arises as a natural representation of a Boolean expression, and the many different standard
distributions of random trees can be used to sample random Boolean expressions. More precisely, an expression is
equivalent to a tree whose internal nodes are labelled by the Boolean connectors ‘and’ (^) or ‘or’ (_), and whose leaves
are labelled by literals among x1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯k, for some integer k ě 1, where x¯ denotes the negation of x (see Figure 1).
We call such trees and/or trees. The origins of this line of research may be traced back to the works of Woods [39].
Amongst other things, he proved the existence of a limit probability distribution for Boolean function represented by
sequences of trees of increasing sizes, and conjectured that there might be a relationship between the complexity of a
function and the probability that it is sampled.
Woods [39] considered functions represented by uniformly random Cayley trees (general rooted trees on rns “
t1, 2, . . . , nu). The case of Boolean functions encoded by uniformly random binary and/or trees, called the Catalan
tree model, was first studied by Lefmann and Savicky´ [27]. Both papers proved the existence of a natural probability
distribution on k-variable Boolean functions which is the weak limit of the probability induced by the uniform random
trees on rns and by the uniform binary and/or trees of size n, respectively. Since the results are similar, for the sake of
presentation and only in this introduction, we focus on the case of binary trees in [27]: for a function f in k Boolean
variables, the corresponding limit probability is denoted by Punik pfq. Lefmann and Savicky´ [27] also obtain bounds on
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Punik pfq in terms of the complexity Lpfq of the function f (being the minimal number of leaves of a tree representing f )
of the kind suggested by Woods [39]. More precisely, they prove that, for all k ě 2,
expp´c1Lpfq log kq ď Punik pfq ď expp´c2Lpfqk´3q, (1)
for two constants c1, c2 ą 0. The results in [27] were then reproduced and slightly improved by Chauvin et al. [7] (who
replace the k´3 in the right-hand side of (1) by k´2). These bounds are the only results in the literature that hold for
fixed k; as a side remark, we will show in this article how to improve further the upper bound by a very simple symmetry
argument. This improvement is significant for two reasons: the new upper bound constrains the probability of functions
with complexity opk2q, and we will show using a class of functions called read-once that it is sharp.
More precise bounds seem hard to obtain without considering the limit as k tends to infinity. The first result in this
direction was by Kozik [26] who showed that for all integer k0, for all k0-variable Boolean function f ,
Punik pfq “ Θ
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
when k Ñ `8, (2)
where the constants involved in the Θ-term depend on f .
More recently, it was proved by Chauvin et al. [8] that if one replaces the uniformly random binary trees underlying
the distribution defined in Lefmann and Savicky´ [27] by random binary search trees (see, e.g., Knuth [25]), then the
behaviour of the family of distributions induced on Boolean function is radically different: indeed, writing Pbst,nk for the
probability induced on k-variable Boolean functions by trees of size n, one has
Pbst,nk ptTrue,Falseuq Ñ 1, as nÑ `8,
for all integer k, where True and False are the two constant functions: ppx1, . . . , xkq ÞÑ Trueq and ppx1, . . . , xkq ÞÑ
Falseq; we say that this distribution is degenerate.
Although slight generalisations were considered in the literature (see for example Genitrini et al. [20]), essentially
only the two models of random and/or trees described above (uniform binary tree and random binary search tree) have
been studied. However, there is no a priori reason why one should choose the underlying tree to be binary (as already
mentioned in Genitrini et al. [20], the conjunction and disjunction connectors are associative), nor any reason that justifies
the uniform or the random binary search tree distributions, apart of course from the fact that one can do some explicit
computations in these cases. This is why we initiate in this paper a more general approach that is independent of the
underlying family of trees.
Our aim is to place the previous studies in a common framework by introducing a family of distributions on Boolean
functions defined as weak limits of distributions coming from tree representations. This family will include most of the
and/or tree models studied in the literature, as well as some models which behaviour was unknown up to now. This paper
is the first attempt at describing this family of probability distributions in greater generality. In particular, by taking a
local limit point of view, we generalize and greatly simplify the proofs of previously known results. We extract essential
properties that are needed to prove weak convergence of the probability distributions induced by a sequence of random
trees, and to obtain bounds on the probability of a given Boolean function in terms of its complexity.
The main insight given by this common framework is that the key property of the underlying sequence of random
trees of increasing sizes is its local limit as opposed to its scaling limit: on the one hand, a local limit with no leaf near
the root will induce a distribution on Boolean functions that is degenerate or concentrated on the two constant functions
True and False (the case of random binary search tree of [8] is a typical example); on the other hand, a sequence locally
converging to an infinite spine with reasonably small sub-trees hanging from it will verify Equation (2). As corollaries,
we obtain new proofs of the results of Lefmann and Savicky´ [27], Chauvin et al. [7] and Kozik [26] discussed above.
Furthermore, we enlarge the family of Galton–Watson trees for which one can obtain such results and also consider
Ford’s alpha model [16], a model that can be seen as interpolating between the Galton–Watson family and the binary
search tree, which has not up till now been considered in the context of and/or trees.
2 Description of the framework and main results
2.1 Boolean trees and Boolean functions
In this paper, for all integer k, a k-variable Boolean tree (or an and/or tree), is a rooted finite tree having no node of
arity one (i.e. having exactly one child), whose internal nodes are labelled by the disjunction connective _ or by the
conjunction connective ^, and whose leaves are labelled by literals taken in a finite fixed set tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku, where
x¯i stands for the negation of the variable xi.
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Figure 1: Both this and/or trees represent the Boolean function px1, x2, x3q ÞÑ x1 _ x2 _ x¯3. The left tree has size 8.
The right tree has size 3 and is a minimal tree of the Boolean function px1, x2, x3q ÞÑ x1 _ x2 _ x¯3, which thus has
complexity 3.
The set of and/or Boolean expressions can be defined recursively as follows: a Boolean expression is either a literal or
its negation, or the conjunction of at least two Boolean expressions, or the disjunction of at least two Boolean expressions.
Any Boolean tree is equivalent to a Boolean expression.
Recall that for all integer k, a k-variable Boolean function is a mapping from tFalse,Trueuk onto tFalse,Trueu. For
every assignment of the variables px1, . . . , xkq P tFalse,Trueuk, one can apply Boolean algebra rules from the leaves
of a Boolean tree up to its root, and the value obtained at the root can be defined as the image of px1, . . . , xkq; thus,
every Boolean tree represents a Boolean function (but several trees can represent the same Boolean function as seen in
Figure 1). We denote by frτ s the Boolean function represented by the Boolean tree τ .
The size of a tree t, denoted by }t}, is the number of its leaves. The complexity of a non-constant Boolean function
f , denoted by Lpfq, is the size of the smallest trees that represent it, which we call minimal trees of f (see Figure 1 for
an example). The complexity of the two constant Boolean functions, denoted respectively by True and False, is 0.
For any integer k, given a rooted tree t having no node of arity one, we define its randomly k-labelled version tˆ
as follows (note that in order to keep notations simple the dependence in k is not explicit in this notation): each internal
node of t chooses a label in t^,_u uniformly at random, each leaf of t chooses a label in tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku uniformly
at random, independently from each other. For a Boolean function g, we denote by Pkrtspgq the probability that the
randomly k-labelled version of t represents g (in other words, Pkrtspgq is the probability that frtˆs equals g).
Except if mentioned otherwise, all trees considered in this article are assumed to contain no node of arity one. This
assumption is natural in the context of and/or trees since the two logical connectives ^ and _ are binary operators. Note
that thanks to associativity, they can also be considered as r-ary operators for all r ě 2, which is why we do not restrict
ourselves to binary trees, as sometimes done in the literature (see for example [7, 26, 27]).
2.2 The local topology, infinite trees, and continuity results
One of the main goals of the paper is to properly extend the above definition of a distribution Pkrts on the set of Boolean
functions to (a certain class of) infinite trees. Our approach relies on approximations of the infinite trees by sequences of
growing trees in the local topology around the root, which we now introduce.
For a (rooted) tree t we define the truncation at height h ě 0 as the subtree induced on the nodes at distance at most h
from the root, and denote it by th. A sequence of rooted trees ptnqně1 is said to converge locally to a tree t if for every
integer h ě 1 there exists nh large enough that for all n ě nh, the truncations thn are isomorphic to th. (Note that the
limit tree t does not have to be infinite.) For a tree t, we define its number of ends as the number of disjoint paths to
infinity (more precisely, the limit of the number of connected components of the forest induced by t on the set of nodes at
distance at least h ě 1, as h Ñ 8; an end may also be defined as an equivalence class of infinite paths, where two paths
are equivalent if their symmetric difference is finite). When an infinite tree t has a single end, the unique infinite simple
path is called the spine.
The idea is to identify the distribution on Boolean functions encoded by an infinite tree as the limit distribution of the
functions encoded by approximating sequences of growing trees. So given a sequence of trees ptnqně1 locally converging
to a tree t, one is led to showing that the Boolean function frtˆns converges in distribution, as n tends to infinity, to a limit
that only depends on t. The two following continuity theorems prove that this is the case when the limiting tree has no
leaf or when it has finitely many ends. Examples of such sequences of trees will be given later.
3
TREES WITHOUT LEAVES. Our first theorem deals with trees without leaves, that yield degenerate distributions on
Boolean functions:
Theorem 2.1. (a) Suppose that ptk,nqně1 is a sequence of trees converging locally to an infinite tree without leaves.
Then, as nÑ8,
Pkrtk,nspTrueq “ Pkrtk,nspFalseq Ñ 1
2
.
(b) Conversely, if ptk,nqně1 converges locally to a tree with at least one leaf, then there exists a function f R tTrue,Falseu
such that
lim inf
nÑ8 Pkrtk,nspfq ą 0.
Theorem 2.1 implies the following straightforward corollary, which settles a conjecture of Chauvin et al. [9]. For
σ P N, let Tσ denote the collection of rooted trees such that the leaf closest to the root lies at distance at least σ.
Corollary 2.2. Let pTnqně1 be a sequence of random trees. Then
PpfrTˆns P tTrue,Falseuq Ñ 1 if and only if inf
σě1 limnÑ8PpTn P Tσq “ 1
Some special cases of Corollary 2.2 have already been proved in the literature. If, for all n ě 0, Tn is almost surely
equal to the balanced binary tree of height n (i.e. the unique binary tree which has 2n leaves, all lying at height n), then,
it is proven by Fournier et al. [17] that PpfrTˆns “ tTrue,Falseuq Ñ 1.
The case when Tn is a random binary search tree of size n, is treated by Chauvin et al. [8]. Recall that a binary search
tree of size n is the rooted binary tree constructed as follows: Given a list of distinct real numbers pi “ ppi1, pi2, . . . , pinq,
the root is labelled with pi1, and the tree is recursively obtained by repeating the construction with the lists contaning
the pii that are smaller and larger than pi1 for the left and right subtrees of the root, respectively. The random binary
search tree is then the binary search tree obtained when pi is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, for example uniformly
distributed in p0, 1q (see e.g. [25]). Chauvin et al. [8]’s result is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.2 since Devroye [13]
proved that the fill-up or saturation level (the height of the leaf closest to the root) of the random binary search tree of size
n is asymptotically equivalent to c log n in probability, where c “ .3733 . . . is the unique solution smaller than one of
c logpp2eq{cq “ 1 (see also [36]). The same holds when the underlying tree shape is any of the classical random search
trees based on the divide-and-conquer paradigm, for instance quad-trees or k-d trees built from uniformly random point
sets, tries [29], or more generally any example that fits in the framework of [6].
TREES WITH FINITELY MANY ENDS. Our second continuity result concerns trees with finitely many ends for which the
distribution on Boolean functions is non-degenerate. The first theorem below ensures convergence to a limiting probability
distribution when n goes to infinity. The fact that this distribution is non-degenerate is the next main result, discussed in
Section 2.3.
Theorem 2.3. Fix k ě 1. Suppose that ptk,nqně1 is a sequence of trees which converges locally to tk, and that tk has
only finitely many ends. Then, there exists a probability distribution Pkrtks such that for every Boolean function f one
has, as nÑ8,
Pkrtk,nspfq Ñ Pkrtkspfq.
This convergence result is relatively easy to apply to a whole range of examples: It is known since Grimmett [21]
that the family trees of critical Galton–Watson trees conditioned on the total progeny of increasing sizes converge locally
to an infinite tree with a single end (see also Aldous and Steele [3]), so that the convergence results of Lefmann and
Savicky´ [27] and Chauvin et al. [7] are straightforward consequences of Theorem 2.3. We also provide in Section 3.3
novel examples of applications to random unordered trees (see Marckert and Miermont [31]), and other random trees
arising from fragmentation processes (see Haas and Miermont [23]).
2.3 Trees with a unique end: properties of the limit distribution.
In the non-degenerate case, we describe further the behaviour of the limit distribution. For technical reasons, we restrict
ourselves to random trees whose local limit has a unique end, and under further (but reasonable) assumptions on the
limit tree of the family pTnqně1, we are then able to prove the equivalent of Kozik [26]’s result (see Equation (2)). As
in previous approaches by analytic combinatorics, the proof will take two steps: first estimate the probability of the
two constant functions (True and False) and then deduce from it the probability of a general Boolean function. More
precisely, we are able to derive the asymptotic leading term of PkrTnspfq when k tends to infinity, for any k0-variable
Boolean function f (for any fixed integer k0), in terms of its complexity.
4
Our main result in this direction needs further definitions before being properly stated, and we thus postpone its
statement to Section 5 (cf. Theorem 5.4). However, it reads informally as follows: if the family pTnqně1 of random trees
converges locally to an infinite spine on which are hung some i.i.d. forests, and if we can reasonably control the size of
these forests, then, for any integer k0, for any k0-variable Boolean function f , asymptotically as k Ñ `8,
lim
nÑ`8PkrTnspfq “ Θ
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
.
We apply this result to two main examples: critical Galton–Watson trees and Ford’s alpha tree: the following two theorems
are proved in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
Theorem 2.4. Let pTnqně1 be a critical Galton–Watson process of offspring distribution ξ for which there exists a
constant a ą 0 such that Ereaξs ă 8, and such that Ppξ “ 1q “ 0. Then, for any integer k0, for any k0-variable Boolean
function f , asymptotically as k Ñ `8,
lim
nÑ`8PkrTnspfq “ Θ
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
.
Note that the case of Catalan trees studied by Lefmann and Savicky´ [27], Chauvin et al. [7] and Kozik [26], is a
particular case of Theorem 2.4.
Ford’s alpha model (see [16]) is defined as follows (cf. Figure 2): Tα1 has a unique node to which is linked the
root-edge. To build Tαn`1 from Tαn , weight each internal edge (the root-edge and any edge that is not linked to a leaf is
an internal edge) by α and each external edge by 1 ´ α. Pick at random an edge with probability proportional to these
weights, add an internal node in the middle of this edge and link a new leaf to this new internal node. We call Tαn the alpha
tree of size n. The model interpolates between the Catalan tree (α “ 1{2) and the random binary search tree (α “ 0). It
has been known since [22] that the expected height of the n-leaf alpha-tree behaves as nα, except for the extremal case
α “ 0 since the random binary search tree’s height behaves as lnn (see [13]). This model thus permits to explore a whole
range of tree shapes. The following theorem shows that only the case α “ 0 corresponding to the random binary search
tree induces a degenerate distribution on Boolean functions. Any other alpha tree verifies Equation (2):
Theorem 2.5. Let pTαn qně1 be a sequence of alpha trees. Then, for all α P p0, 1s, for any integer k0, for all k0-variable
Boolean function f , as k Ñ `8,
lim
nÑ`8PkrT
α
n spfq “ Θ
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
.
The behaviour of the distribution on Boolean functions that is induced by the alpha model was unknown up to now.
Being able to prove Theorem 2.5 as a corollary of our main result is thus a significant step forward, when one compares
it to the estimates that were available until now, that only concern very specific subcases.
Remark: In Theorem 2.4 and 2.5, as well as in Equation (2), the constants involved in the Θ-term depend on the
function f .
2.4 Discussion and remarks
It is important to note that Theorem 2.3 is about deterministic sequences of trees. So, in the frameworks of the previous
results where the trees are random, the limit distribution we construct is conditional on the limit tree. This type of results
makes it hard to resort to arguments based on analytic combinatorics [15] and the Drmota–Lalley–Woods theorem giving
asymptotics for generating functions satisfying a certain type of system of equations, since these techniques are very
intimately related to counting problems. The techniques we use here are probabilistic, as in part of Chauvin et al. [7].
One of the drawbacks is that we cannot guarantee that the limit probability PkrT8s charges every function in k variables,
though it should certainly be the case.
We only consider the case of and/or trees, but one could of course think of other models of Boolean expressions.
For instance, the case of Boolean expressions encoded by trees labelled by implications connectors have been treated by
Fournier et al. [18].
Put together, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 already give a pretty good idea of the properties of random Boolean expressions
obtained by labelling large trees uniformly and independently of the tree. It would be interesting to study what happens
when one deviates from this setting. One can probably relax the condition of uniformity without much harm, but the
dependence of the labelling and the tree seems to be a more challenging obstacle. For example, our setting does not
include non plane and/or trees as defined in Genitrini et al. [20], a model that takes into account the commutativity of the
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Figure 2: A possible realisation of the first few steps of the construction of alpha trees. The alpha tree itself is obtained
when removing the edge attached to the crossed node (called the root-edge) and the cross node itself. The internal nodes
are represented by disks and leaves by squares.
conjunction and disjunction connectives; this model is not covered by our framework since it cannot be described as the
random uniform labelling of a random tree.
In the introduction, we evoked two different representations of a Boolean function: the truth table and Boolean
expressions seen as trees. One could also think about Boolean functions that are not represented by trees but by circuits
modelled by directed acyclic graphs with a single sink.
Finally, it would be interesting to look more precisely at what happens when the underlying limit tree has infinitely
many ends as well as leaves. Note for example that Theorem 2.1 does not rule out the possibility that the limit Boolean
function be a measurable function of the labelled limit tree (even when it has no leaves). We strongly believe that if one
considers the growth of the number of ends which intersect the ball of radius d around the root (in the graph distance)
as fixed, then for every small enough number of variables one should be able to define the limit Boolean function. Can
one make such a claim more precise using for instance the branching number or the malthusian parameter in the case of
Galton–Watson trees (as in Balogh et al. [4])?
Plan of the paper. Section 3 is devoted to the convergence to a limit probability distribution as n tends to infinity: it
contains the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 and provides some examples of families of trees for which these theorems
apply. Section 4 is focusing on the Catalan tree case: we present simple arguments to tighten Inequality (1). In Section 5
we prove the analog of Kozik [26]’s result (Equation (2)) in our general setting. This stronger result only holds under
further moment assumptions which we discuss by providing examples.
3 Continuity in the local topology
3.1 The degenerate case: proof of Theorem 2.1
Note that local convergence to an infinite tree with no leaves is equivalent to the divergence of the saturation level (being
the height of the closest leaf to the root), and in this section we phrase Theorem 2.1 in this framework. For an integer
σ ě 0, we denote by Tσ the set of all rooted trees with a saturation level at least σ, so in particular T0 is the set of all
rooted trees. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 consists in estimating the probability that the random Boolean functions assigns
two different values to two (distinct) points a, b P t0, 1uk. (This is already the approach in [17] and [8].) Note that we use
the canonical notation 0 “ False and 1 “ True.
Let a and b be two distinct elements of t0, 1uk, and let α, β P t0, 1u. Let us define the following probability (where
the probability P refers to the uniform random k-labelling): for all trees t,
Pαβt pa, bq :“ Ppfrtˆspaq “ α and frtˆspbq “ βq,
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and the following supremum:
Sαβσ pa, bq “ suptPα,βt pa, bq : t P Tσu.
Lemma 3.1. For every k ě 1, there exists a constant σ0 ě 1 such that for all σ ě σ0, one has
sup
a‰bPt0,1uk
S10σ pa, bq “ sup
a‰bPt0,1uk
S01σ pa, bq ď 2σ .
Proof. Fix any two distinct points a, b P t0, 1uk, and, if there is no possible confusion, write Pαβt instead of Pαβt pa, bq and
Sαβσ instead of S
αβ
σ pa, bq. First of all, the symmetries of the labelling imply immediately that P10t “ P01t and P11t “ P00t .
Indeed, since the probabilities of ^ and _ are equal, and the probabilities of a variable xi and its negation x¯i are also
equal, we can conclude that for any finite tree t and for any Boolean function f and its negation  f we have
Pkrtspfq “ Pkrtsp fq.
Moreover, for every tree t, we have P10t ` P11t “ 12 , and thus, Sαβσ ď 12 , for all α, β P t0, 1u and for all σ P N.
Let t P Tσ . Let r ě 2 be the degree of the root of t (recall that, by assumption, t contains no node of arity one,
see Section 2.1) and denote by t1, . . . , tr the subtrees rooted at the root’s children. For all i P t1, . . . , ru, ti P Tσ´1.
Moreover, frtˆspaq “ 1 and frtˆspbq “ 0 imply that
• either the root is labelled by ^ and frtˆispaq “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď r, and at least some frtˆispbq “ 0,
• or the root is labelled by _ and frtˆispbq “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď r, and at least some frtˆispaq “ 1.
It follows that
P10t “ 12
˜
rź
i“1
pP10ti ` P11ti q ´
rź
i“1
P11ti
¸
` 1
2
˜
rź
i“1
pP10ti ` P00ti q ´
rź
i“1
P00ti
¸
“ 1
2r
´
rź
i“1
P11ti “
1
2r
´
rź
i“1
ˆ
1
2
´ P10ti
˙
.
Now, for all i P t1, . . . , ru, we have P10ti ď S10σ´1, which implies that, for every tree t P Tσ with a root of degree r,
P10t ď 12r ´
ˆ
1
2
´ S10σ´1
˙r
.
Thus,
S10σ “ sup
tPTσ
P10t ď sup
rě2
"
1
2r
´
ˆ
1
2
´ S10σ´1
˙r*
.
One easily verifies that, for all x P r0, 1{2s, one has
sup
rě2
"
1
2r
´
ˆ
1
2
´ x
˙r*
“ 1
4
´
ˆ
1
2
´ x
˙2
,
which implies, since S10σ ď 12 for all integer σ,
S10σ ď 14 ´
ˆ
1
2
´ S10σ´1
˙2
.
Let us define the sequence puσqσě1 as follows: u1 “ S101 and uσ`1 “ gpuσq, where gpxq “ 1{4´ p1{2´ xq2 “ x´ x2.
Since S10σ ď 1{2 for every σ ě 1, a straightforward induction on σ shows that, for all σ ě 1, one then has uσ ě S10σ .
Note that 0 is the unique fixed point of g and that r0, 1s is stable by g. Moreover, g1p0q “ 1 and g2p0q “ ´2. By a
standard result about inductive sequences: as σ Ñ `8,
uσ „ ´ 2
σg2p0q “
1
σ
.
It follows that, for all a ‰ b, there exists σa,b such that, for all σ ě σa,b, S10σ pa, bq ď 2{σ. Let σ0 “ maxa‰bPt0,1uk σa,b to
conclude the proof.
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With Lemma 3.1 under our belt, the proof of Theorem 2.1 (a) appears now as a straightforward application of the
union bound.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (a). Fix an arbitrary integer σ ě 1. Then, by assumption, there exists n0 ě 1 large enough such
that for all n ě n0, one has tn P Tσ . Now, by definition of S10σ , for all n ě n0 “ n0pσq we have
Ppfrtˆns R tTrue,Falseuq “ PpDa, b P t0, 1uk : frtˆnspaq ‰ frtˆnspbqq
ď
ÿ
a‰b
Ppfrtˆnspaq ‰ frtˆnspbqq
ď 22k sup
a‰b
2S10σ pa, bq.
Now for any σ ě σ0 in Lemma 3.1, and all n ě n0pσq, we have
Ppfrtˆns R tTrue,Falseuq ď 2
2k`2
σ
.
Letting σ Ñ8 completes the proof.
We now move on to the lower bound in Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let Aσ be the set of trees with saturation level equal to σ. Then, for every integer σ ě 1,
Iσ :“ inf
tPAσ
Ppfrtˆs R tTrue,Falseuq ě 1
2σ
.
Proof. Let t be a tree inAσ and consider the associated randomly labelled tree tˆ. Let us denote by x the label of `, one of
its leaves at height σ; by ˛0, . . . , ˛σ´1 the connectives of the nodes between the root and the leaf ` (˛0 being the label of
the root and ˛σ´1 the label of the parent of `), and by g0, . . . , gσ´1 the random boolean functions calculated by the forests
hanging along the path from the root to ` (from top to bottom). Therefore, the function calculated by tˆ is given by
frtˆs “ pg0 ˛1 pg2 ˛2 p. . . pgσ´1 ˛σ´1 xqqqq.
Let j be the minimum m P t0, . . . , σ ´ 1u such that gm depends on x; if such m does not exist, we let j “ σ. Let
ρ “ gj`1 ˛j`1 p. . . pgσ´1 ˛σ´1 xqq. We can choose ˛j in t^,_u such that gj ˛j ρ does depend on x: if gj ‰ False,
then x ^ gj does depend on x and if gj “ False, then x _ gj “ x does depend on x. By induction, we then can choose
˛j , . . . , ˛0 such that frtˆs does depend on x, and the probability, conditionally on all the rest of the tree (and for any such
conditioning), that ˛0, . . . , ˛j are actually equal to this choice is equal to 2´pj`1q.
To conclude, if we denote by frtˆspx “ 1q (resp. frtˆspx “ 0q) the restriction of frtˆs to the subset of t0, 1un where
x “ 1 (resp. x “ 0),
Ppfrtˆspx “ 1q ‰ frtˆspx “ 0qq ě 1
2σ
,
and thus
Ppfrtˆs ‰ True and frtˆs ‰ Falseq ě 1
2σ
.
The last inequality holds for every t P Aσ: taking the infimum proves Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (b). By assumption, the saturation level of ptnqně1 does not diverge, and there exists σ ě 1 such
that we can find an infinite subsequence J Ď N such that for all n P J , tn R Tσ . Without loss of generality, we suppose
now that J “ N. Then, for all n P N,
Ppfrtˆns R tTrue,Falseuq “
σ´1ÿ
m“0
ÿ
tPAm
Ppfrtˆns R tTrue,Falseuq1ttn“tu
ě
σ´1ÿ
m“0
ÿ
tPAm
Im1ttn“tu,
since Im “ inftPAm Ppfrtˆs R tTrue,Falseuq. Therefore, since tn P Am for some m ă σ, we have by Lemma 3.2
Ppfrtˆns R tTrue,Falseuq ě
σ´1ÿ
m“0
1
2m
ÿ
tPAm
1ttn“tu ě
1
2σ´1
,
which proves the claim.
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3.2 Finitely many ends: proof of Theorem 2.3
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.3. So far, the Boolean function associated to a labelled tree has only been defined
for finite trees. One of the main ingredients of the proof of Theorem 2.3 is the following lemma, which proves that the
Boolean function frtˆs is also well-defined when t has a unique infinite path, which we refer to as the spine.
Given a tree t and an integer h, we denote by th the tree obtained from t by removing all nodes having height greater
than h.
Lemma 3.3. Let t be a locally finite tree with at most one end. Then there exists an (random) integer h ě 1 such that for
all i ě h, frtˆis “ frtˆhs almost surely. The Boolean function frtˆs is then defined as frtˆhs.
Proof. Let us denote by puiqiě0 the sequence of nodes along the spine of t (starting from the root), and write ˛i the label
of ui in tˆ. For convenience, we introduce another truncation of the infinite tree t: we let trhs denote the subtree of t
containing the root when the spine is cut between the nodes uh and uh`1; then trhs is finite for every h ě 0. Let pti,jqjě1
denote the sequence of finite subtrees rooted at the children of ui in an arbitrary order (that is, we except the tree rooted at
ui`1). Note that by assumption, for every i ě 1, pti,jqjě1 is actually a non-empty (because t contains no unary nodes by
assumption) finite sequence of finite trees. Let fi,j :“ frtˆi,js (the Boolean function represented by the random labelling
of the tree ti,j), and note that pfi,jqi,jě1 is independent of the sequence of labels along the spine p˛iqiě1. Say that two
sequences fi :“ pfi,jqjě1 and fm :“ pfm,jqjě1 are equivalent if the collections of Boolean functions they are made of
are identical (the multiplicities and ordering may be different); we then write fi „ fm.
The proof consists in finding an integer h ě 1 such that replacing the subtree of t rooted at uh by any other tree, finite
or not, does not affect the Boolean function computed by the truncations tˆris, for all i ě h. It is then possible to safely
define frtˆs as frtˆrhss. Let hptˆq be the minimal height h ě 0 such that for all i ě h one has frtˆriss “ frtˆrhss. In order to
complete the proof, it suffices to show that hptˆq is almost surely finite.
Assume that there exists two integers i ă j such that ˛i “ ^, ˛j “ _, and fi „ fj . Then, there exists m ě 1 such
that fj,m “ fi,1. For all x P t0, 1uk such that fi,1pxq “ 0, we have frtˆrmsspxq “ frtˆrisspxq for all m ě i, and for all
x P t0, 1uk such that fi,1pxq “ fj,mpxq “ 1, we have frtˆrmsspxq “ frtˆrjsspxq for all m ě j. Thus, for all x P t0, 1uk, for
all h ě j, frtˆrmsspxq “ frtˆrjsspxq. The same result holds if ˛i “ _ and ˛j “ ^; we define ˛i “ ^ (resp. _) if ˛i “ _
(resp. ^). We have shown that if there exist two integers i ă j such that ˛j “ ˛i and fi „ fj , then frtˆrjss “ frtˆrmss
for every m ě j. If this occurs, hptˆq ď j, and we are now looking for such a pair pi, jq of integers, that we call good
hereafter.
Invoking the pigeon hole principle, we know that among the 22
2k ` 1 “: sk first sequences in pfiqiě1 at least two are
equivalent: almost surely, there exists i ă j ď sk such that fi „ fj . Thus, since pfiqiě1 is independent of p˛iqiě1 and the
latter is an i.i.d. sequence, with probability 12 we have ˛j “ ˛i and pi, jq is a good pair. If ˛j ‰ ˛i, we look at the next sk
sequences of pfiqiě1, find two equivalent sequences by the pigeon hole principle, and the corresponding indices happen
to be a good pair with probability 12 . Continuing in this manner, we see that the number of groups of size sk one has to
look at before finding a good pair follows a geometric distribution of parameter 1{2, so that hptˆq is almost surely finite
and the proof is complete.
This proof contains a first cutting algorithm of an infinite randomly labelled Boolean tree tˆ, which is far from optimal,
but sufficient to prove the continuity of fr¨s in the local topology. The infinite Boolean tree can certainly be simplified
further and we introduce a refined trimming algorithm later on.
If, instead of having a single end, the tree t has finitely many ends, Lemma 3.3 still holds and the proof remains the
same: one has to continue the cutting algorithm as long as an end remains. Or equivalently, one just uses the previous
algorithm for the portions of he tree below height d, where the ends have all been separated. This is straightforward and
we omit a formal proof of the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. Let t be a tree with finitely many ends. Then there exists a random integer h ě 1 such that for all i ě h,
frtˆis “ frtˆhs almost surely. The Boolean function frtˆs is then defined as frtˆhs.
Lemma 3.5. Let ptnqně1 a sequence of unlabelled trees converging locally to a tree t8 having finitely many spines. Then,
there exists (random) integers h ě 1 and n0 ě 1 such that for all i ě h, and all n ě n0,
frtˆins plawq“ frtˆi8s “ frtˆ8s.
Proof. Lemma 3.4 tells us that there exists almost surely an integer h ě 1 such that, for all k ě h, frtˆk8s “ frtˆh8s, the
latter serving as a definition for frtˆ8s. On the other hand, for this value of h, since tn Ñ t in the local topology, there
exists a integer n0 ě 1 such that, for all n ě n0, thn “ th8, which implies that frtˆhns and frtˆh8s have the same distribution.
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In other words, there exists almost surely an integer h ě 1 such that, for all i ě h, there exists an integer ni ě 1 such
that, for all n ě ni,
frtˆins plawq“ frtˆi8s “ frtˆ8s,
which proves the claim.
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5:
Theorem 3.6. Let pTk,nqně1 a sequence of unlabelled random trees converging in distribution to a local limit T8 having
a finite number of infinite branches with probablity one. For any k-variable Boolean function f , let us denote by Pn,kpfq
the probability that frTˆns “ f . Asymptotically as n tends to infinity, the sequence pPn,kqně1 converges to an asymptotic
probability distribution Pk such that, for every Boolean function f , Pkpfq “ PpfrTˆ8s “ fq.
Most natural examples have finitely many ends, but it is natural to ask whether this condition is necessary. Theorem 2.1
treats the case when the limit tree has no leaves and possibly infinitely many ends. One could ask what could be said in a
less extreme case, when there are infinitely many ends as well as leaves in the limit tree. This question remains open.
3.3 A few natural examples
To prove the existence of a limit probability distribution, it is enough to prove the local weak convergence towards a limit
tree that has finitely many ends. We provide in this section examples of sequences of random trees that have finitely
many ends, and thus to which Theorem 2.3 can be applied. In three of these examples, namely the conditioned critical
Galton–Watson trees, the non-plane binary trees, and the fragmentation trees, the sequence of trees ptn,kqně0 and its local
limit tk do not depend on k, the number of variables. For the so-called associative tree, treated in Section 3.3.3, which is
a natural example from the literature, the sequence of trees and its limit both depend on the number of variables.
3.3.1 Conditioned critical Galton–Watson trees
Let ξ be an integer-valued random variable. The Galton–Watson tree of progeny distribution ξ is a random rooted tree in
which every node has a number of children that is an independent copy of ξ.
Assume that the progeny distribution verifies that E rξs “ 1, and that p1 “ Ppξ “ 1q “ 0 (recall that all trees
considered in this article have no unary nodes). We let GWξ denote the distribution of a Galton–Watson tree with
reproduction distribution ξ. Let Tn be a random Galton–Watson tree with progeny distribution ξ, conditioned on the total
population being n (if such a size is possible). Then, it is well-known that Tn converges locally in distribution to an
infinite tree T8 described as follows (see, e.g., [1, 24, 28]). Let ξˆ be the size-biased distribution associated to ξ defined
by Ppξˆ “ iq “ iP pξ “ iq, i ě 0. Let pξˆiqiě0 be a sequence of i.i.d. copies of ξˆ. Then there exists a unique self-avoiding
infinite path in T8, consisting of the nodes puiqiě0; and for every i ě 0, ui has ξˆi ě 1 children, one of each is ui`1 and
the others are the roots of i.i.d. copies of unconditioned GWξ random trees. (See Figure 3.) The random trees discussed in
[27] and [7] correspond to the special case where ξ is such that P pξ “ 2q “ P pξ “ 0q “ 1{2. The results of Woods [39]
on Cayley trees (uniformly random labelled trees) also fit in the framework since the shapes of a Cayley tree of size n and
of a Galton–Watson tree with Poissonp1q offspring conditioned on the total progeny to be n have the same distribution.
(Note however, that the arguments in [7] could be probably be extended to critical Galton–Watson trees with an offspring
distribution ξ having exponential moments; here such an assumption on moment is not necessary.)
3.3.2 Non-plane binary trees
A rooted non-plane binary unlabelled tree is either a single external node, or it consists of an unordered pair of such trees.
These trees can be seen as the equivalence classes of the usual (plane) binary trees where two trees are deemed equivalent
if it is possible to transform one tree into the other by swapping the left and right children of a finite collection of nodes.
These trees originate in the work of Po´lya [37], and have been enumerated by Otter [33]; in the following we refer to them
simply as unordered trees. They are different from the conditioned Galton–Watson trees of the previous example in an
essential way, and in particular they lack the nice probabilistic representation as a branching process [5, 23, 31]. Let yn
denote the number of rooted binary unordered trees with n labelled leaves. Then, Otter [33] proved that
yn “ κρ´nn´3{2p1`Op1{nqq, (3)
for some constants κ ą 0 and ρ P p1{4, 1{2q. Note in particular that there is a constant C ą 0 such that yn ď Cρ´nn´3{2
for all n ě 0. We would like to prove that if Tn is a sequence of uniformly random binary unordered trees on n leaves,
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u0
u1
u2
u3
ξˆ0
ξˆ1
ξˆ2
Figure 3: The critical Galton–Watson tree of reproduction random variable ξ conditioned to be infinite: the ξˆi are inde-
pendent copies of the size biased version of ξ, and the grey subtrees are independent Galton–Watson trees of reproduction
random variable ξ.
then Tn converges in distribution in the local sense to an infinite tree with a single infinite path. To prove this, we consider
λn1 ě λn2 the sizes of the two subtrees of the root. For all i ă n{2, λn2 “ i implies that λn1 ą λn2 and therefore, there
cannot be any symmetry that involves the root, implying that
P pλn2 “ iq “ yn´i ¨ yiyn “ ρ
iyi `Opi{nq. (4)
In particular, we have, for all j ă n{2,
P pλn2 ě jq ď
n{2ÿ
iěj
yn´i ¨ yi
yn
ď C
2
yn
n{2ÿ
iěj
ρ´npn´ iq´3{2i´3{2 ď Aj´1{2,
for a constant A and all n large enough. This implies that pλn2 qně1 is tight, so that by (4), it converges in distribution to a
(real) random variable, say X .
Let pXiqiě0 be a sequence of i.i.d. copies of X , and conditional on that, let pYiqiě0 denote a sequence of independent
random rooted binary unordered trees of respective sizes Xi. Finally, let T8 be the binary tree consisting of a single
infinite path puiqiě0 to which one appends the trees Yi by adding an edge between ui and the root of Yi. Then, T8 is the
local weak limit of Tn.
3.3.3 The associative tree
Suppose that for all n ě 1, Gn,k is uniformly distributed among all trees with n nodes (instead of n leaves as in the
majority of examples) labelled with ‘and’ and ‘or’ on the internal nodes, and the literals tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku on the
leaves. Let us denote by Tn,k the random unlabelled tree obtained by forgetting the labels of Gn,k. Since for every t with
` leaves and n´` internal nodes, there are p2kq` different labellings of the leaves and 2n´` labelling of the internal nodes,
the probability that Tn,k is equal to a given tree t with ` leaves and n´ ` internal nodes is proportional to k`.
Recall that, given a sequence of weights pωiqiě0, the n-node simply generated tree is defined as follows (see, e.g.,
[32]):
• For an n-node rooted tree t, let its weight wptq “ śνPt ωoutpνq where the product is over the nodes ν of t and
outpuq denotes the number of children of a node u;
• an n-node simply generated tree associated with the weight sequence pωiqiě0 is then an n-node rooted tree sampled
with probability proportional to its weight wptq.
Thus, Tn,k is the simply generated tree with weights w0 “ k, w1 “ 0 and wi “ 1 for all i ě 2. Note that the simply
generated tree with weight sequence
pii “ 1
k
´
1` 1
1`?k
¯ ˜ ?k
1`?k
¸i
wi (5)
has the same law as Tn,k, and the sequence ppiiqiě1 is a probability sequence. Then Tn,k has the same law as a (critical)
Galton–Watson tree with offspring distribution ppiiqiě0 conditioned on being of size n. In view of Section 3.3.1, we know
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that such a tree locally converges to an infinite tree with one infinite end. Remark that this local limit, even unlabelled,
depends on k.
3.3.4 Fragmentation trees
Consider a family of probability distributions q :“ pqnqně1 such that qn is a distribution on the set of partitions of the
integer n. A partition of n is a non-increasing integer sequence pλn1 , λn2 , . . . , λnnq of sum n; as an example, the partitions
of 3 are p3q, p2, 1q and p1, 1, 1q. For n “ 1, we assume that q1 charges the partition p1q, but also the empty sequence ∅.
We require that for all n ě 1, qnppnqq ă 1, so that qn does not only charge the partition pnq. Then the family q induces
a family of random fragmentation trees which are defined as the genealogical trees of the fragmentation of a collection
of n indistinguishable items, or balls. The tree Tn on n leaves is rooted, and this root represents the collection of n first
items. With probability qnpλ1, λ2, . . . , λpq, the collection pnq is split into p subcollections of sizes λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp with
λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λp “ n. The root of Tn then has p children which are independent copies of Tλ1 , . . . , Tλp . Note that when
qnppnqq ą 0 it is possible that the collection remains unchanged, and that the root of Tn has only one child. (There is a
similar model of random trees with n nodes, see Haas and Miermont [23] for details.) The model emcompasses the ones
in [2, 6, 10, 14].
As we have already seen, the relevant information for and/or trees is located around the root, and we shall investigate
conditions on q under which a sequence of random fragmentation trees converges locally (in distribution). Write `1Ó “
tpx1, x2, . . . q : x1 ě x2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 0 : řiě1 xi ă 8u equipped with the usual `1 norm.
Proposition 3.7. Let q “ pqnqně1 be a family of probability distributions such that qn is a distribution on the set of
partitions of the integer n with qnppnqq ă 1. Let pλni qiě1 be a random variable under qn. If pλni qiě2 converges in
distribution in `1Ó as nÑ8, then Tn converges locally in distribution to a limit random tree T8 with a single end.
Proof. We first describe the limit tree. Let η denote the limit distribution of pλni qiě2 under qn, as n Ñ 8. Let psiqiě0
denote of sequence of i.i.d. random variables distributed like η, where si “ psijqjě1, for i ě 0. Note that, since the
convergence holds in `1Ó, and since si is a sequence of integers, then, with probability one, there exists ξpiq ă 8 such that
sij “ 0 for j ě ξpiq. Consider the tree T constructed as follows: there is a unique half-infinite path ui, i ě 0, and T is
rooted at u0. Aside from ui`1, the node ui has ξpiq extra children vij , j “ 1, . . . , ξpiq. Then, for i ě 0 and 1 ď j ď ξpiq,
the node vij is the root of a tree T
i
j which is independent of everything else, and distributed like a q-fragmentation tree
on sij leaves. It should be clear that the tree T we have just described is indeed the local limit of a sequence of trees
q-fragmentation trees Tn on n leaves.
We note that Proposition 3.7 applies in particular in the case of the alpha-gamma model of Chen et al. [10] provided
that γ ą 0. The model also encompasses the trees defined by Ford [16] and the discrete stable trees of Marchal [30].
The alpha-gamma model introduced in [10] is a random process on the space of leaf-labelled trees. There are two
parameters: α P r0, 1s and γ P r0, αs. For n “ 1 and n “ 2, there is a unique n-leaf-labelled tree (see Figure 2). Given
that Tn has been constructed we assign weight 1´ α to each of the n edges adjacent to the leaves, a weight γ to each of
the other edges and weight pk´ 1qα´ γ to each vertex of degree k` 1 ě 3. So there is a total weight of n´α. Then, an
element —a vertex vn or an edge tan, cnu— is picked randomly according to the weight distribution and the tree Tn`1 is
constructed as follows:
• if we picked a vertex vn, then we add the leaf n` 1 and the edge tvn, n` 1u;
• if we picked an edge tan, cnu we split it into two and attach the new leaf n` 1 to the midpoint. More formally, we
replace tan, cnu by three edges tan, bnu, tbn, cnu and tbn, n` 1u.
Lemma 3.8. If pλni qiě1 is distributed according to qα,γn and if 0 ă γ ď α ď 1, then pλni qiě2 converges in distribution
with respect to `1Ó as nÑ8.
Proof. To prove convergence in distribution in `1Ó, it suffices to prove that p
ř
iě2 λni qně1 is tight, and that pλn2 , λn3 , . . . qně1
converges in distribution for the product topology. The split distributions pqα,γn qně1 induced by the alpha-gamma model
are given in Proposition 10 of [10]: for all integers k, n1, . . . , nk such that n1 ` . . . ,`nk “ n,
qα,γn pn1, . . . , nkq
“ Γp1´ αq
Γpn´ αq
˜
γ ` 1´ α´ γ
npn´ 1q
ÿ
i‰j
ninj
¸ `
n
n1,...,nk
˘
m1! . . .mn!
αk´2
Γpk ´ 1´ γ{αq
Γp1´ γ{αq
kź
j“1
Γpnj ´ αq
Γp1´ αq , (6)
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where mi “ #tj : nj “ iu, for 1 ď i ď n. For every fixed k ě 1, and pn2, . . . , nkq note that, writing n˜ “
n2 ` n3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk, we can rewrite qα,γn pn´ n2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ nk, n2, . . . , nkq as
qα,γn pn´ n˜, n2, . . . , nkq “ cn
˜
γ ` 1´ α´ γ
npn´ 1q
ÿ
i‰j
ninj
¸
αk´2
m1! . . .mn!
Γpk ´ 1´ γ{αq
Γp1´ γ{αq
kź
j“2
Γpnj ´ αq
Γp1´ αq
where, as nÑ8,
cn “
ˆ
n
n´ n˜, n2, . . . , nk
˙
Γpn´ n˜´ αq
Γpn´ αq „
1
n2! ¨ ¨ ¨nk! .
It follows that
qα,γn pn´ n˜, n2, . . . , nkq „ γn2! ¨ ¨ ¨nk!
αk´2
m1! . . .mn!
Γpk ´ 1´ γ{αq
Γp1´ γ{αq
kź
j“2
Γpnj ´ αq
Γp1´ αq . (7)
Now to complete the proof, it suffices to check that the right-hand side above indeed defines a probability distribu-
tion on the set of non-increasing sequences of integers. To this aim, first observe that for all n large enough, one has
m1!m2! ¨ ¨ ¨mn! “ m1!m2! ¨ ¨ ¨mn˜!. Then, we can further rewrite (7) as
qα,γn pn´ n˜, n2, . . . , nkq „ µpn˜q ˆ pα,´γpm1,m2, . . . ,mn˜q, (8)
where
µpn˜q “ γ Γpn˜´ γq
Γp1´ γqn˜!
and
pα,θpm1,m2, . . . ,mn˜q “ n˜!śn
i“1pi!qmimi!
αk´1
Γpk ` θ{αq{Γp1` θ{αq
Γpn˜` θq{Γp1` θq
n˜ź
j“1
ˆ
Γpj ´ αq
Γp1´ αq
˙mj
.
Now, pα,θpm1, . . . ,mn˜q is the probability distribution associated to Pitman’s generalization of the Ewens sampling for-
mula, see Proposition 9 of [35]. Finally, for any γ ą 0,ÿ
n˜ě1
µpn˜q “
ÿ
n˜ě1
γ
Γpn˜´ γq
Γp1´ γqn˜! “
ÿ
n˜ě1
Γpn˜´ γq
´Γp´γqn˜! “ 1
and pµpiqqiě0 is also a probability distribution related to the negative binomial distribution. This shows in particular that
přiě2 λni qně1 converges in distribution to µpn˜q, which, together with (8), completes the proof.
4 Galton–Watson trees: improved Lefmann and Savicky´ bounds
In this section we obtain the Lefmann and Savicky´ [27] bounds by a branching argument, improve them via a very simple
symmetry argument, and extend them to all Galton–Watson trees with progenies having exponential tails. This is also the
occasion to introduce the trimming procedure that will be crucial in the remainder of the paper (Section 5).
4.1 A symmetry argument
Let us recall Equation (1), by Chauvin et al. [7] which states that if Tn is uniformly distributed among binary trees having
n leaves, then there exist two constants c1, c2 ą 0, for all k ě 1, for any k-variable Boolean function f
expp´c1Lpfq log kq ď PkrTnspfq ď expp´c2Lpfqk´2q. (9)
The bound in (9) suffers from two main problems: first it does not constrain in any way the probability of functions of
complexity of order opk2q; and second, it has only been proved for the case of binary trees. In the following, we tighten
the upper bound and generalize it to any critical Galton–Watson tree conditioned on being infinite, under the condition that
the offspring distribution has exponential moments. A simple observation also allows us to strengthen the upper bound
above.
First we need to define the notion of essential variables:
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Definition 4.1. Fix an integer k. Let f be a k-variable Boolean function: f : px1, . . . , xkq ÞÑ fpx1, . . . , xkq. For all
1 ď i ď k, we say that the variable xi is essential for f if and only if f|xi“0 ‰ f|xi“1 (meaning that the restriction of f
to the subspace where xi “ 1 is not the same Boolean function as the restriction of f to the subspace where xi “ 0).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Erξs “ 1, Ppξ “ 1q “ 0, and that there exists a ą 0 such that Ereaξs ă 8. Let T8 be a
Galton–Watson tree with offspring distribution ξ, conditioned on being infinite. Then, there exists constants c1, c2 ą 0
such that, for every k ě 2, for any k-variable Boolean function f , we have
expp´c1Lpfq log kq ď PkrT8spfq ď exp
ˆ
´c2Lpfqk´2 ´ log
ˆ
k
Esspfq
˙˙
, (10)
where Esspfq is the number of essential variables of f .
This section is devoted to achieving two main goals: we first prove by a symmetry argument the improved upper
bound of Theorem 4.2 relying on the looser upper bound proved by Chauvin et al. [7]; we then propose in Section 4.2 a
simpler and more general proof for Chauvin et al. [7]’s result that applies to a wider class of Galton–Watson trees.
Let us first improve Chauvin et al. [7]’s upper bound. Their proof relies on the apparently blunt upper bound
Ppfrτ s “ fq ď Pp}τ} ě Lpfqq,
for all k-variable Boolean trees τ and all k-variable Boolean functions. This inequality is loose since P p}τ} ě Lpfqq
actually bounds the probability of the collection of functions which may be obtained from f by permutations of the
variables. More precisely, consider any Boolean function f with γ :“ Esspfq essential variables. Assume without loss
of generality that the essential variables of f are x1, . . . , xγ . Consider a Boolean function f and a permutation pi of
px1, . . . , xkq which does not map tx1, . . . , xγu into itself. Then, by symmetry, the Boolean function f ˝ pi has the same
probability as f . Furthermore, for any such permutation pi the functions f ˝ pi and f are distinct. Thus, we actually have,
for all k ě 1 ˆ
k
Esspfq
˙
Ppfrτ s “ fq ď Pp}τ} ě Lpfqq ď expp´c2Lpfqk´2q.
Applying this inequality to τ “ T8, and writing Ppfq :“ PkrT8spfq, we get
Ppfq ď exp
ˆ
´c2Lpfqk´2 ´ log
ˆ
k
Esspfq
˙˙
.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that this new upper-bound happens to be optimal in some cases, at least at the level of
exponents, since it is achieved for read-once functions (see [34, page 25] for a definition of such functions): Consider a
k-variable read-once function f , meaning in particular that Lpfq “ Esspfq, and suppose further that Lpfq “ Esspfq “
opkq. Then, in view of Equation (10), there exists a constant c3 such that
expp´c1Lpfq log kq ď Ppfq ď expp´c3Lpfq log kq,
so that, neither the upper nor the lower bound can be significantly improved without considering exponents that would
depend on other parameters than the mere complexity Lpfq.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2: the trimming procedure
The lower bound is exactly the one from Theorem 1.1 of [27] and we shall not reproduce the argument. Our proof of the
upper bound relies on a refined analysis of a certain trimming procedure, which removes the portions of the tree that do
not influence the Boolean function it encodes. The cutting procedure is similar to the one used by Chauvin et al. [7], but
modified in order to simplify the analysis but also to make it more powerful. (The interested reader can easily verify that
our procedure removes more nodes than the one in [7].)
Consider an and/or tree τ . Let ˛u denote the label of a node u. We also let Λpuq denote the collection of children of u
that are leaves. Given a leaf w, we denote its label by Labpwq. We associate a set of constraints to every node, such that
the sequences of sets seen when following paths away from the root are increasing (for the inclusion). Inductively define
the constraints sets for all node using the following rules: for the root r, we set Cr :“ H; for a node v that is a child of u,
• if u is labelled by ‘and’ then Cv “ Cu YŤwPΛpuqtLabpwq “ Trueu;
• if u is labelled by ‘or’ then Cv “ Cu YŤwPΛpuqtLabpwq “ Falseu.
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Figure 4: The above tree is an example of an and/or tree τ to which we apply the trimming procedure trim. The dashed
parts are possibly infinite and/or trees. The tree trimpτq is highlighted in bold and in blue. The constraint sets of some
nodes have been added in the shaded boxes; note that due to space constraints, True is represented by 1 and False by 0.
For example, consider the node ν above. The parent of ν has constraint set tx1 “ 0u, and a sibling of ν is a leaf labelled
by the literal x2, then, since the parent of ν is labelled by ^, its constraint set is tx1 “ 0u Y tx2 “ 1u.
We say that a node is consistent if there exists an assignment of the variables satisfying all the constraints of its constraint
set; note that all descendants of a non-consistent node are also non-consistent. We denote by trimpτq the labelled tree
obtained from τ , by keeping only the nodes that are consistent (an example is given in Figure 4). For a subtree τ 1 of τ ,
we let trimpτ 1q denote the portion of trimpτq that is in τ 1 (with its labels).
In the procedure of Chauvin et al. [7] the label of the leaf v does not affect the constraint set of v itself. This is now
possible in this improved trimming procedure. Also, as a consequence of the definition, if any node v is inconsistent, so
are all its siblings. It follows that some internal nodes of τ end up having no progeny in trimpτq (see Figure 4), and
thus become leaves of trimpτq. For these nodes, we adopt the convention that a leaf of trimpτq that is an internal node
in τ labelled by ^ (resp. _) has Boolean value False (resp. True). We first verify that this trimming procedure does not
modify the Boolean function that the tree represents:
Lemma 4.3. For every and/or tree τ , trimpτq calculates the same Boolean function as τ .
Proof. Let ν be an inconsistent node of τ . Let us prove that the tree obtained by cutting ν and all its progeny from τ
calculates the same Boolean function as τ . The fact that ν is inconsistent means that there exist two internal nodes ν1 and
ν2 on the path between the root of τ and ν such that assigning x to False makes the tree rooted at ν1 calculate a constant
function (more precisely True if ν1 is labelled by _ or False otherwise) and assigning x to True makes the tree rooted
at ν2 calculate a constant function. Note that the restriction on tx “ Falseu (resp. tx “ Trueu) of the Boolean function
calculated by τ and of the Boolean function calculated by the tree obtained from τ by cutting all progeny of ν1 (resp. ν2)
are equal. Let us assume for example that ν1 is an ancestor of ν2 (note that our reasoning also holds when ν1 “ ν2). Then,
the tree obtained by cutting all progeny of ν2 calculates the same Boolean function as τ , implying the result.
Finally, we also define the size of trimpτq as the number of its leaves that are labelled by literals in tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku
(or the number of leaves that were already leaves in τ ). With this definition, we see that the functions True and False are
computed by trees of size zero (a single internal node labelled by _ or ^), which agrees with our previous convention
that they should have complexity LpTrueq “ LpFalseq “ 0.
Proposition 4.4. Let ξ be an integer-valued random variable such that Erξs “ 1 and Ppξ “ 1q “ 0. Suppose further that
there exists an a ą 0 such that Ereaξs ă 8. Let T8 be a Galton–Watson tree with offspring distribution ξ, conditioned
on being infinite. Recall that Tˆ8 stands for the randomly k-variable labelled version of T8. Then, there exists a constant
c ą 0 such that, for any $ ą 0, for any integer k ě 1, we have
P
´
}trimpTˆ8q} ě $
¯
ď expp´c${k2q.
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The rest of the section is devoted to proving this proposition.
A node u may have multiple children, and the set of constraints of its children may be inconsistent even if Cpuq “ H.
However, to simplify the analysis we will only search for inconsistencies at the children of nodes u for which we already
have Cpuq ‰ H. In order to bound the size of the trimmed portion of a tree, we decompose the tree into a (maximal)
subtree which contains only nodes with empty sets of constraints (together with the leaves that may be attached to it), to
which are grafted subtrees whose internal nodes have non-empty constraint sets.
Consider T8, a Galton–Watson tree with critical offspring distribution ξ conditioned to be infinite. This is the random
tree we have introduced in Section 3.3. Recall that a critical Galton–Watson tree conditioned on being infinite can be
obtained by size-biasing the progeny distribution the nodes on a single infinite path from the root: Write pξˆiqiě0 for a
sequence of i.i.d. copies of ξˆ, the size-biased version of ξ (recall that Ppξˆ “ iq “ iP pξ “ iq). Then T8 consists of an
infinite backbone puiqiě0 such that the node ui has ξˆi children, one of which is ui`1. All the other offsprings of the nodes
ui, i ě 0, are the roots of independent (unconditioned) GWξ random trees (see Figure 3).
Let us first consider T , an unconditioned Galton–Watson tree of progeny distribution ξ, and prove that }trimpTˆ q} has
exponential tails:
Proposition 4.5. Let T be an unconditioned Galton–Watson tree of progeny distribution ξ, such that there exists a constant
a ą 0 verifying Ereaξs ă 8, and such that Ppξ “ 1q “ 0. Then, }trimpTˆ q} has exponential tails.
To prove Proposition 4.5, let us colour the nodes of trimpTˆ q as follows: the nodes having an empty constraint set
in blue, and the nodes having a non empty constraint set in red. It is enough to prove that the random sizes of all these
different clusters, which we denote respectively by }blue} and }red} have exponential tails. Note that the different red
clusters are i.i.d. and therefore, their sizes all have the same law: }red} is the size of one of them and not the size of their
union. Recall that the random labelling of T is defined for a certain integer k, and that }trimpTˆ q}, }red} and }blue} thus
depend on k.
The following two lemmas concern each of the two coloured random trees.
Lemma 4.6. Let ξ be an integer-valued random variable such that Erξs “ 1 and Ppξ “ 1q “ 0. Suppose that there exists
a constant a ą 0 such that Ereaξs ă 8. Then, there exists a constant c ą 0 such that, for all integers k and m,
P p}red} ě mq ď expp´cm{k2q
Proof. Note that a red cluster is a Galton–Watson tree of progeny ξ, whose root has a non-empty constraint set. Let us
introduce an alternative way of sampling the k-trimmed version. We do this by introducing two types of nodes, say black
and white. The root of the tree is black, meaning that its constraint set is non-empty: assume without loss of generality
that this constraint set contains tx1 “ Trueu. In the following the black nodes will be the internal nodes and the white
nodes will be the leaves. Note that every black node has a constraint set that contains tx1 “ Trueu. The white nodes
are leaves and have no children, they give a chance to their siblings to become inconsistent: a leaf labelled by x1 (resp.
x¯1) and whose father is labelled by _ (resp. ^) makes its siblings inconsistent. The black nodes reproduce as follows
(a)
ξ>0
(b) (c)
Figure 5: Reproduction of black nodes: (a) first sample the number of children with distribution the law of ξą0, (b) colour
the children independently at random in white with probability p0 or black otherwise, (c) if at least one of the children is
white then, with probability 1{p2kq, delete all the black children.
(see Figure 5): first sample ξą0, a copy of ξ conditioned on ξ ě 1. Then colour each node white with probability
p0 “ P pξ “ 0q, or black with probability 1 ´ p0. Now comes the trimming part: if there is at least one white child, the
black siblings are all removed with probability 1{2k. One easily verifies that the tree obtained by this branching process
is stochastically larger than the tree obtained by applying the k-trimming procedure described above (in the k-trimming
procedure, the constraint-sets of the black nodes possibly contain more than one constraint, and each white node gives a
chance to trim all its siblings including itself, and not only its black siblings). The matrix M of mean offspring of this
branching process is
M “
„
0 0
ErW s ErBs

,
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where W and B denote respectively the number of white and black children of a black node. In particular, the largest
eigenvalue M is ErBs, and it is this value that characterises the asymptotic behaviour of the branching process.
We have
W „ Binpξą0, p0q and B “ 1tWą0u
2k
δ0 `
ˆ
1´ 1tWą0u
2k
˙
pξą0 ´W q, (11)
where Binpn, pq stands for the binomial distribution of parameters n P N and p P r0, 1s, and δ0 is the Dirac mass at 1. Let
W¯ “ ξą0 ´W . Note that this new random variable has law Binpξą0, 1´ p0q, and that
B “ 1tW¯ăξą0u
2k
δ0 `
ˆ
1´ 1tW¯ăξą0u
2k
˙
W¯ .
Thus,
ErBs “ EW¯ ´ 1
2k
ErW¯1tW¯ăξą0us
“ p1´ p0qEξą0 ´ 1
2k
`
EW¯ ´ ErW¯1tW¯“ξą0us
˘
“ 1´ p0
1´ p0 ´
1
2k
`p1´ p0qEξą0 ´ Erξą0p1´ p0qξą0s˘
“ 1´ 1
2k
`
1´ Erξą0p1´ p0qξą0s
˘
,
because Eξą0 “ 11´p0 since Eξ “ 1. Note that, with pi “ Ppξ “ iq, we have
Erξą0p1´ p0qξą0s “
ÿ
iě1
ipip1´ p0qi´1 ă 1,
since p1 “ Ppξ “ 1q “ 0 by assumption. We thus have that there exists a positive constant c such that,
EB “ 1´ c
k
.
It follows that the black subtree rooted at a black node is a subcritical Galton–Watson tree. Let Ξ denote the total progeny
of the black subtree, and pBiqiě1 be i.i.d. copies of B. Then,
P pΞ ě nq ď P
˜
nÿ
i“1
pBi ´ 1q ě 0
¸
ď expp´nΨ‹p1´ ErBsqq,
by Crame´r’s theorem [12], where Ψ‹ is the large deviations rate function of B ´ ErBs. More precisely, write Ψptq :“
logEretpB´ErBsqs, and observe that Ψptq ă `8 since ξ has exponential moments, and Ψp$q „ Ψ2p0q$2{2 as $ Ñ 0.
Then we have, setting α “ 1{Ψ2p0q, as $ Ñ 0,
Ψ‹p$q “ sup
tPR
tt$ ´Ψptqu ě α$2 ´Ψpα$q „ x$2α{2 .
This guarantees that there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
P pΞ ě nq ď e´cn{k2 . (12)
In order to recover the size of the whole tree, it suffices to add the missing white nodes. Writing pWiqiě1 for a sequence
of i.i.d copies of W defined in (11), it follows from (12) that
P p}red} ě mq ď P
˜ÿ
iě1
Wi1tiďΞu ě m
¸
ď P
¨˝ ÿ
1ďiď2m{ErW s
Wi ě m‚˛` e´c2m{pk2ErBsq ď e´c1m ` e´c2m{k2 ,
by a second use of Crame´r’s theorem for large deviations. Indeed, since ξ has exponential tails, W also does and the
theorem applies.
Lemma 4.7. Let ξ be an integer-valued random variable such that Erξs “ 1, and Ppξ “ 1q “ 0. Suppose that there
exists a constant a ą 0 such that Ereaξs ă 8. Then, there exists a constant c ą 0 such that, for all integers k and m,
P p}blue} ě mq ď expp´cm{k2q.
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Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 4.6. We now have black, white, and in addition green nodes which are
the ones having a white sibling. Black nodes are the ones having an empty constraint set, the white ones are the leaves and
the green ones are nodes having a non-empty constraint set (being then the roots of independent copies of a red cluster).
Clearly, the black subtree is dominated by the black subtree considered in the proof of Lemma 4.6, so its size also has
exponential tails. Then the nodes to add are only the white and green nodes, and the distribution is precisely that of ξą0
conditioned on W ą 0. This also has exponential tails since
P pξą0 ě $ |W ą 0q ď p´10 P pξą0 ě 0q .
We omit the straightforward details.
Tˆ∞
infinite spine
u0
uN
uN+M
Figure 6: The first N nodes of the spine
have empty constraint sets, the follow-
ing M nodes have non-empty constraint
sets, and all nodes below that are non-
consistent, and thus get cut during the
trimming procedure. The white subtrees
fall under Proposition 4.5, the gray ones
under Lemma 4.6.
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 tell us that each red subtree has exponential tails,
and that their number (equal to }blue}) also has exponential tails, which
implies Proposition 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let T8 be a Galton–Watson tree of progeny ξ con-
ditioned on being infinite. It can be described as an infinite spine on which
independent (unconditioned) Galton–Watson of progeny distribution ξ are
hanging. Let us associate to every node of Tˆ8 its constraint set as ex-
plained in the trimming procedure, and let us first focus on the nodes of the
spine puiqiě0 (see Figure 6). The first nodes of this sequence have empty
constraint sets. Therefore, the trees hanging onto them fall under Propo-
sition 4.5. The following nodes on the spine have non-empty constraint
sets and therefore, the unconditioned Galton–Watson trees hanging on them
have the same law as the red clusters studied in Lemma 4.6. In all cases,
the trimmed versions of the subtrees hanging on the spine have exponential
tails.
It thus only remains to prove that the total number of trees hanging on
the trimmed spine has exponential tails. Let us denote by Wˆi the random
number of leaves of node ui. The sequence pWˆiqiě0 is i.i.d. and we denote
by Wˆ a random variable having the common law of the Wˆi’s. Recall that
we have two different kinds of nodes on the spines: nodes with empty con-
straints sets (at the top of the tree), and nodes with non-empty constraints
sets. Let us denote by N the number of nodes on the spine with empty con-
straint sets, and by N `M the total number of nodes on the trimmed spine.
Let us prove that the total number of trees hanging on nodes of the spine
with non-empty constraint sets has exponential tails. The proof that the total number of trees hanging on nodes of the
spine having empty constraints set has exponential tails follows the same outline and is actually simpler: this case will be
left to the reader.
So let us treat the case of the M nodes of the trimmed spine having non-empty constraint sets: let ν be such a node.
Assume without loss of generality that its constraint set is tx1 “ Trueu. Since the spine has not been cut before level
N `M , the node ν cannot be inconsistent: thus the leaf-children of ν cannot be labelled by x1 (resp. x¯1 depending on
the connector labelling ν). We denote by Sˆ the indicator of the event “no leaf-child of ν is labelled by x1”, and by Wˆ the
number of leaf-children of ν. We have:
Wˆ “ Binpξˆ ´ 1, p0q, and Sˆ “ Ber
`p1´ 1{2kqWˆ ˘.
Therefore, if we denote by m :“ mintn ě 1 | pn ą 0u, where pn :“ Ppξ “ nq, then
PpSˆ “ 1q “ Erp1´ 1{2kqWˆ s ě PpWˆ “ 0q ě Ppξˆ “ mqp1´ p0qm´1 “: κ ą 0,
and it follows that, i ě 0 and k ě 1,
Ppξˆ ´ 1 ě i | Sˆ “ 1q ď Ppξˆ ´ 1 ě iq
PpSˆ “ 1q ď κ
´1Ppξˆ ě i` 1q.
In particular, if ξˆ has exponential moments, so does the number of siblings of a node ui of the spine conditional on not
being cut. Let pXiqiě1 be an i.i.d. sequence of copies of ξˆ ´ 1 conditional on Sˆ “ 1, and M for a geometric random
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variable with success parameter η :“ PpSˆ “ 0q ă 1 (since PpWˆ ą 0q ą 0). Then, writing ∆ for the collection of trees
hanging on node of the trimmed spine having a non-empty constraint set, we have, for all integer m:
P p|∆| ě mq ď P
˜ÿ
iě1
Xi1tiďMu ě m
¸
ď P
˜
mÿ
i“1
Xi ě n
¸
` P pM ď mq
ď P
˜rmsÿ
i“1
Xi ě n
¸
` p1´ ηqm
ď e´cm, (13)
for  ą 0 small enough and c a constant depending on , which concludes the proof.
5 Improved relations between complexity and probability
Section 3.2 was devoted to proving that, when the sequence of random trees pTnqně1 converges locally in distribution to
an infinite tree with finitely many ends T8, then the distribution of the random Boolean function calculated by the random
k-variable labelling of Tn converges to an asymptotic distribution Pk “ PkrT8s when nÑ `8 (cf. Theorem 3.6).
We here state and prove an equivalent of the result of Kozik [26] (see Equation (2)): fix an integer k0, and a k0-
variable Boolean function f , we are able to understand the behaviour of Pkpfq when k tends to infinity. Remark though
that we need stronger assumptions than the one needed to get convergence to the asymptotic distribution: (A) We restrict
ourselves to random trees whose local limit has a unique end, although we believe that the result holds for local limits
having finitely many ends. More importantly, (B) we need assumptions that permit to control the sizes of the finite trees
attached to the infinite spine.
5.1 Controlling the repetitions
First of all, let us prove the following crucial lemma concerning the probability that the k-trimmed version (according
to trim) of a randomly labelled tree contains repetitions. The number of repetitions in a labelled and/or tree is defined
as the difference between the number of its leaves and the number of distinct variables that appear as leaf-labels of this
tree. As an example, the left tree in Figure 1 has 5 repetitions since it has size 8 and is labelled by 3 distinct variables,
namely x1, x2 and x3.
Lemma 5.1. (a) There exists an integer k0 such that, for any k ě k0, for any tree t8, for any integer q,
Pptrimptˆ8q contains at least q repetitionsq ď Er}trimptˆ8q}
2qs ` 2e Er}trimptˆ8q}qs
kq
.
(b) For any infinite tree t8, and for all integers p and q, there exists a constant Kp,qpt8q such that
Pptrimptˆ8q has size p and contains at least q repetitionsq ď Kp,qpt8q
kq`1
.
Proof. paq For a subtree t of tˆ8, we denote by shapeptq the tree t in which the nodes that are leaves of tˆ8 have been
unlabelled. We emphasize the fact that an element shapeptq may have leaves labelled by connectives (^ or _), and that
all its internal nodes are labelled by connectives.
Let us decompose the event ttrimptˆ8q contains at least q repetitionsu according to the different possible realisations
of trimptˆ8q. We denote by subpt8q the support of the random variable shapeptrimptˆ8qq (where the randomness comes
from the random labelling of the tree t8). We let submpt8q be the subset of subpt8q consisting of the trees having m
nodes that are leaves of t8. With the definition of size of a trimmed tree, the elements of submpt8q all have sizem. Given
a tree t P subpt8q, we denote by ∆ptq (resp. ∆rěqsptq, resp. ∆r0sptq, resp. ∆răqsptq) the set of all different leaf-labelled
version of t (resp. having at least q repetitions, resp. having no repetitions, resp. having at most q ´ 1 repetitions); we see
an element ` P ∆ptq as a function from the set of leaves of t (that are also leaves of t8) to tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku. Given a
leaf w of t, we denote by `pwq its label according to ` P ∆ptq.
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Recall that Labpwq denotes the random label of the leaf w in tˆ8. For t P subpt8q and ` P ∆ptq, we also write
Labpt : tˆ8q “ ` for the event “Labpwq “ `pwq for every leaf w of t8 that is also contained in t”.
The addition of an index notrim means that we restrict ourselves to the set of labellings ` of t, such that conditionally
on Labpt : tˆ8q “ `, the trimming procedure leaves all the nodes of t consistent, or in other words such that trimptq “ `.
In the following we argue conditionally to the random labelling of the internal nodes of tˆ8, and the reasoning is valid
for any such labelling: we denote by P‹ this conditional probability. On the one hand, using Markov’s inequality, we
have, for any k,
P‹ptrimptˆ8q contains at least q repetitionsq
“ P‹p}trimptˆ8q} ě
?
kq `
t
?
kuÿ
m“1
ÿ
tPsubmpt8q
ÿ
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t and Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q
ď E
‹r}trimptˆ8q}2qs
kq
`
t
?
kuÿ
m“1
ÿ
tPsubmpt8q
ÿ
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq
P‹pLabpt : t8q “ `qP‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q
“ Er}trimptˆ8q}
2qs
kq
`
t
?
kuÿ
m“q
1
p2kqm
ÿ
tPsubmpt8q
ÿ
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q. (14)
Indeed, for every fixed t P submpt8q, and ` P ∆ptq the m leaves of tˆ8 that are in t have independent labels, so that, for
all ` P ∆ptq,
P‹pLabpt : tˆ8q “ `q “ P‹pLabpwq “ `pwq for all leaf w of t8 that is also a leaf of tq “ 1p2kqm .
We also used that E‹r}trimptˆ8q}2qs “ Er}trimptˆ8q}2qs since the distribution of }trimptˆ8q} does not depend on the
labels of the internal nodes of tˆ8.
Note that, on the other hand, we have, for all integer m,
P‹p}trimptˆ8q} “ mq “ 1p2kqm
ÿ
tPsubmpt8q
ÿ
`P∆notrimptq
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q.
To upper bound the number of repetitions, let us look at the following ratio for all 1 ď m ă ?k,ř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq P
‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `qř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆notrimptq P
‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q “
1
1` rat ď
1
rat
,
where
rat :“
ř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆răqsnotrimptq P
‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `qř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq P
‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q
ě
ř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆r0sptq P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `qř
tPsubmpt8q
ř
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq P
‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q ,
because a labelled tree with no repetition cannot be trimmed, so for every t, and for every integer q ě 1,
∆r0sptq “ ∆r0snotrimptq Ď ∆răqsnotrimptq
Given t P submpt8q, we denote by Bt the the set of nodes of t that have no children in t, but that are not leaves of t8; so
Bt is the internal vertex boundary of t inside t8. Each node of Bt has all its progeny that is inconsistent, but is not itself
inconsistent (see Figure 7).
Consider first the case of ` P ∆r0sptq. Given a node v P Bt, let us denote by Dpvq the number of leaves in t whose
father is an ancestor of v. Conditional on tLabptq “ `u, theseDpvq leaves are labelled according to `, and since ` contains
no repetition, they are labelled by Dpvq distinct variables. These Dpvq leaves define a set of Dpvq literals such that: if
at least one of the leaves whose parent is v is labelled by one of these literals (or its negation, depending on the labelling
of the internal nodes which we conditioned on), then all the children of v are inconsistent (and thus cut by the trimming
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Figure 7: This figure represents and infinite but locally finite tree t8 (the dashed parts are possibly infinite trees that we
don’t represent in this picture) and one of its subtrees t in bold blue. To have trimptˆ8q “ t the nine cuts in red must have
been made during the trimming procedure. The three internal nodes marked by a black dot are the elements of Bt, and if
we denote by v the leftmost one, Dpvq “ 1 and F pvq “ 2.
procedure). Let us denote by F pvq the number of leaves in t8 whose parent is v; not that for v P Bt, none of these leaves
can be in t. Let also ppd, fq be the probability that at least one among f leaves is labelled by α1, α2, . . . , or αd (where
tα1, . . . αdu is any fixed subset of d elements of tx1, x¯1, . . . , xk, x¯ku), or two among those f leaves are labelled by a
literal and its negation. (This is clearly independent of the set tα1, α2, . . . , αdu, provided it has cardinality d.) Then, the
arguments above and the independence of the leaf labels in tˆ8 imply that given a subtree t and a labelling of this subtree
` P ∆r0sptq, conditioned on the labels of the internal nodes of tˆ8,
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q “
ź
vPBt
ppDpvq, F pvqq.
Note that this probability does not depend on the labels of the internal nodes of tˆ8. This is due to the fact that in the
trimming procedure, the labels ^ and _, literals and their negations behave symmetrically: the constraint α “ True is
generated by a leaf labelled by α whose parent is labelled by ^ as well as by a leaf labelled by α¯ whose parent is labelled
by _.
The same arguments are valid for every subtree t of t8, and for every ` P ∆rěqsptq, except that since there may be
some repetitions in `, for every leaf v in Bt, the number of labellings permitting to trim is at most Dpvq (and not exactly
Dpvq as above). Therefore, since the function ppd, fq is increasing in d, for every t P t8, and ` P ∆rěqsptq:
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q ď
ź
vPBt
ppDpvq, F pvqq. (15)
Thus, since the cardinalities |∆rěqsptq| and |∆r0sptq| depend on the size m of t but not on t itself, we have
rat ě
ř
tPsubmpt8q
ś
vPBt ppDpvq, F pvqq |∆r0sptq|ř
tPsubmpt8q
ś
vPBt ppDpvq, F pvqq |∆rěqsnotrimptq|
ě
ř
tPsubmpt8q
ś
vPBt ppDpvq, F pvqq |∆r0sptq|ř
tPsubmpt8q
ś
vPBt ppDpvq, F pvqq |∆rěqsptq|
ě |∆
r0s
m |
|∆rěqsm | ,
since, for any integer q, for any subtree t of t8, |∆rěqsnotrimptq| ď |∆rěqsptq|, where |∆rěqsm | (resp. |∆r0sm |) is the number of
ways to label m leaves with at least q repetitions (resp. no repetition). We have,
|∆r0sm | “ kpk ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pk ´m` 1q “ k!pk ´mq! ,
and,
|∆rěqsm | “
m´qÿ
v“1
"
m
v
*
kpk ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pk ´ v ` 1q ď mq
m´qÿ
v“1
"
m´ q
v
*
k!
pk ´ vq! ď m
qkm´q,
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where for all integers n, p ě 1,  np( is the Stirling number of second kind, i.e. the number of ways to partition a set of n
elements into p non-empty parts. We have used the standard equality (see, e.g., [11, p. 207])
nÿ
p“1
"
n
p
*
xpx´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ p` 1q “ xn,
for all integers n and x. Thus,
rat ě kpk ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pk ´m` 1q
mqkm´q
ě k
q
mq
´
1´ m
k
¯m ě kq
2emq
,
for all m ă ?k, for all k ě k0, where k0 is defined as k0 “ maxtk ě 1: p1´ 1{?kq
?
k ă 1{2eu. We thus get
Pptrimptˆ8q contains at least q repetitionsq ď E}trimpTˆ8q}
2q
kq
` 2e
t
?
kuÿ
m“1
mq
kq
Pp}trimptˆ8q} “ mq
“ E}trimptˆ8q}
2q ` 2e E}trimptˆ8q}q
kq
,
for all k ě k0, as desired.
pbq We follow the line of argument and use the same notations as in the proof of statement paq. We have (see
Equation (14))
P‹ptrimptˆ8q has size p and at least q repetitionsq
“ 1p2kqp
ÿ
tPsubppt8q
ÿ
`P∆rěqsnotrimptq
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q,
and (see Equation (15)),
P‹pshapeptrimptˆ8qq “ t | Labpt : tˆ8q “ `q ď
ź
vPBt
ppDpvq, F pvqq.
Recall that ppd, fq is, by definition, the probability that either at least one among f leaves is labelled by one of α1, α2, . . . ,
αd, or two among those f leaves are labelled by a literal and its negation. Using the bound p1 ´ xqn ě 1 ´ nx for all
integer n ě 1 and for all x P p0, 1q, we obtain
1´ ppd, fq “ p2k ´ dq!p2k ´ d´ fq!p2kqf ě
ˆ
1´ d` f
2k
˙f
ě 1´ pd` fqf
2k
,
so that
ppd, fq ď pd` fqf
2k
.
Note that since tˆ8 is an infinite tree and t P subppt8q has size p, the set Bt is non empty. Let v be a node of Bt: this node
has height at most p because the tree t8 and thus t have no unary node (by definition of an and/or tree, see Section 2.1).
Since t8 is locally finite, the constant
Fmax :“ maxtF pvq : v P t8 having height at most pu (16)
is finite, and a similar argument implies that the constant
Dmax :“ maxtDpvq : v P t8 having height at most pu (17)
is also finite, so that that for all node v P Bt
ppDpvq, F pvqq ď pDmax ` FmaxqFmax
2k
,
and thus,
P‹ptrimptˆ8q “ ` | Labptq “ `q ď pDmax ` FmaxqFmax
2k
.
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Therefore, we get
P‹ptrimptˆ8q has size p and at least q repetitionsq ď pDmax ` FmaxqFmaxp2kqp`1 |subppt8q| |∆
rěqs
p |.
Recall that
|∆rěqsp | ď pq k!pk ´ p` qq! ď p
qkp´q,
which gives
P‹ptrimptˆ8q has size p and at least q repetitionsq ď pDmax ` FmaxqFmax |subppt8q| p
q
2p`1kq`1
.
Noting that |subppt8q| is finite concludes the proof with the following choice of Kp,qpt8q
Kp,qpt8q :“ pDmax ` FmaxqFmax |subppt8q| p
q
2p`1
, (18)
which completes the proof of pbq.
5.2 Probability of the two constant functions
Let T8 be the limit tree of the random sequence pTnqně0, and suppose that it has a unique end. Let u0, u1, . . . be the
nodes of the spine, starting from the root. Recall that, as already mentioned, the distribution pTnqně0 and thus T8 may
depend on k (we will provide such an example at the end of the section). For all i ě 0, we denote by Ai the random forest
of finite subtrees hanging from the node ui.
Let us denote by Li the number of leaves of trimpAˆiq. In the following, we will assume that
(H) the sequence pAiqiě0 is i.i.d.
When (H) holds, we will denote by A a random variable having the common law of the Ai, and by trimpAˆq the trimmed
version of its random labelling. Observe that (H) implies that pLiqiě0 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables as well, and
we denote by L a random variable having their common law.
Given a forest a, and two of its leaves `1 and `2 we denote by C`1,`2 the number of nodes (of out-degree at least two)
of the union of the path from `1 to one root of a and the path from `2 to one root (possibly the same) of a. We denote by
Ca the minimum of those C`1,`2 taken on all couple of leaves p`1, `2q and by Na the number of such couples that realize
this minimum.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 holds, that T8 has almost surely a unique end and satisfies (H).
Then, asymptotically as k tends to infinity,
1
k
E
„
NA
2CA

ď PkpTrueq “ PkpFalseq ď p2e` 1qErLs ` ErL
2s
k
.
Example. Before proceeding to the proof, let us present an example that shows that the moment conditions in Lemma 5.2
cannot be removed altogether. Consider a sequence pXiqiě0 of i.i.d. copies of an integer-valued random variable X . Let
T8 consists of an infinite spine puiqiě0, and such that, for each i ě 0, the node ui has Xi leaf-children aside from ui`1.
Then L “ X , C “ 0 and N “ XpX ´ 1q{2. Then, Lemma 5.2 implies that, if ErX2s “ opkq as k Ñ8, we have
ErX2s ´ ErXs
2k
ď PkpTrueq “ PkpFalseq ď ErX
2s ` p2e` 1qErXs
k
,
implying that PkpTrueq “ PkpFalseq “ op1q; while if ErX2s “ Θpkq then PkpTrueq “ PkpFalseq “ Θp1q.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied. If additionally, we assume that lim supkÑ`8 EL2 ă
`8, then asymptotically as k tends to infinity,
PkpTrueq “ PkpFalseq “ Θp1{kq.
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Proof. The upper bound is straightforward from Lemma 5.2 and from the additional hypothesis. For the lower bound
observe that lim supkÑ`8 EL2 ă `8 implies that there exists an integer K ą 0 such that the probability that L ď K is
greater than a positive constant c (note that these two constants do not depend on k). Remark as well that, since trimpAˆq
is smaller than A, NA ě NtrimpAˆq and CA ď CtrimpAˆq, which implies
1
k
E
„
NA
2CA

ě 1
k
E
„
NtrimpAˆq
2CtrimpAˆq

ě c
k2K
“ Ωp1{kq.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The constant function True is represented by any tree that has two leaves labelled by some variable
and its negation both connected to the root by a path of _ connectives. We thus have
PkpTrueq ě 1
k
ÿ
aPSuppA
PpA “ aq ¨ NA
2CA
“ 1
k
E
„
NA
2CA

.
Let us now prove the upper bound. Assuming that Tˆ8 calculates True implies that
• if the root is ^-labelled, then the conjunction of the subtrees af Aˆ0 calculates True;
• if the root is _-labelled,
– either the disjunction of the subtrees of Aˆ0 calculates True;
– or the infinite subtree of the root of Tˆ8 calculates True;
– or the disjunction of the subtrees of Aˆ0 calculates a non-constant function η, the infinite subtree of the root
calculates a non-constant function f , and η _ f is the constant function True: in this case, we say that there
is compensation.
Assumption pHq tells us that the infinite subtree of the root of Tˆ8 is distributed as Tˆ8. Thus, the above implication tells
us that
PpfrTˆ8s “ Trueq ď1
2
PpfrAˆ_s “ Trueq ` 1
2
PpfrTˆ8s “ Trueq
` 1
2
PpfrAˆ^s “ Trueq ` 1
2
Ppcompensationq,
where frAˆ_s (resp. frAˆ^s) stands for the Boolean function calculated by the disjunction (resp. conjunction) of the
subtrees of the forest Aˆ. Using the fact that PpfrAˆ^s “ Trueq ď PpfrAˆ_s “ Trueq, we obtain
PpfrTˆ8s “ Trueq ď 2PpfrAˆ_s “ Trueq ` Ppcompensationq. (19)
Note that the event tfrAˆ_s “ Trueu “ tfrtrimpAˆq_s “ Trueu is contained in the event “at least two leaves of
trimpAˆq are labelled by the same variable”:
PpfrAˆ_s “ Trueq ď PptrimpAˆq contains at least 1 repetitionq,
which implies, in view of Lemma 5.1:
P
´
frAˆ_s “ True
¯
ď 2eEr}trimpAˆq}s ` Er}trimpAˆq}
2s
k
ď 2eEL` EL
2
k
. (20)
Let us now study the probability of the event tcompensationu. On this event, the disjunction of the subtrees of Aˆ1
calculates a non-constant function, which we denote by η. Note that η has then at least one essential variable. Let us
denote by f the random Boolean function calculated by the infinite subtree (rooted at ν2). Let us prove that the event
tη _ f ” Trueu is contained into the event “at least one essential variable of η is an essential variable for f”. Assume
for a contradiction that no essential variable of η is essential for f : then there exists an assignation w of the essential
variables of η such that η|w “ False and f|w ‰ True thus, f _ η|w ‰ True, which is impossible since f _ η|w “ True
by assumption. Thus there exists at least one essential variable of η which is also essential for f . Let us denote by Γ the
(random) number of essential variables of η. Note that, with probability one, Γ ď L1, and that L1 is (unconditioned and)
distributed as L. Then,
Ppf _ η “ True and compensationq ď
kÿ
γ“1
PpΓ “ γq
γÿ
j“1
Ppxj is an essential variable of ηq
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ď
kÿ
γ“1
PpΓ “ γqγ
k
ď EL
k
. (21)
Combining Equations (20), (21) and (19) completes the proof.
Example: the associative trees. We already introduced this example in Section 3.3.3: Let Gn,k be a random tree
uniformly distributed among trees having n nodes (leaves and internal nodes), labelled with k variables and such that no
internal node has a unique child. Forget the labels of Gn,k, it gives a random non-labelled tree Tn,k such that Tˆn,k and
Gn,k have the same distribution. In this case, Tn,k really depends on k as so does the random variable A “ Ak (being the
common law of the random forests of trees hanging on the infinite spine). We have shown in Subsection 3.3 that Tn,k is a
critical Galton–Watson tree. Using Equation (5), one can check that, with high probability when k Ñ `8, CA “ 0, and
that ErNA2´CAs „ k as k tends to infinity. Lemma 5.2 applies and gives that PkpTrueq “ Θp1q (a result already proved
in [20]).
5.3 Probability of a given Boolean function
In this section, we aim at proving the analog of the result of Kozik [26], namely estimate Pkpfq for any given Boolean
function f . To do so, we will need additional assumptions: we still assume (H) and additionally require that A and L do
not depend on k (recall that the local limit may depend on k).
Given a Boolean function f , and a random forest Υ, we denote by LΥpfq the effective complexity of f according to
Υ as follows. Let MΥpfq be the set of forests in the support of Υ that can be labelled so that the disjunction of their
subtrees calculates the function f ; LΥpfq is the the size of the smallest forests in MΥpfq. In the following theorem,
the quantity LApfq is used; we recall that, under (H), A is a random forest whose distribution is the joint distribution of
the Ai’s, the forests hanging on the spine of the local limit of pTk,nqně1.
For any tree t and any integer m, we denote by Nmptq the number of nodes that are at distance at most m of the root
in t.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that for k ě 1, pTk,nqně0 is a sequence of unlabelled random trees converging in distribution to
a local limit T8 with a unique end, satisfying pHq, and such that A and L do not depend on k. Suppose further that for all
integer m ě 1,
(i) ErNm`2m pT8qs ă `8, and
(ii) Er}trimpTˆ8q}ms ă 8.
Let k0 be an integer independent of k and let f be a k0-variable Boolean function, then there exists constants c, C P p0,8q
such that for all k large enough
c ¨ PkpTrueq
kLApfq
ď Pkpfq ď C ¨ PkpTrueq `
1{k
kLpfq
.
Note that Assumption piiq implies in particular that L has finite moments of all orders, and thus, under the assumptions
of Theorem 5.4, PkpTrueq “ Θp1{kq, in view of Corollary 5.3. Also note that in all examples considered in this article, the
support of the random variable A will be such that LA ” L on the set of Boolean function, and the following Corollary
applies to these examples:
Corollary 5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.4 and assuming that LApfq “ Lpfq, we have
Pkpfq “ Θ
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. If Tˆ8 is _-rooted, if the infinite subtree rooted at u1 calculates False (recall that u1 is the second
node on the infinite spine, u0 being the root of Tˆ8), and if the disjunction of the subtrees of A0 calculates f , then Tˆ8
calculates f . Let t be a forest in MApfq. Since the number of internal nodes is maximized when t is a binary tree,
1
k}t}
1
2}t}´1 is a lower bound of the probability that t is labelled such that tˆ calculates f , and the probability that Aˆ0
calculates f is at least PpA “ tq 1
k}t}
1
2}t}´1 . As the labels of disjoints sets of nodes are independent, the lower bound is
thus proved.
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We now focus on the upper bound. If Tˆ8 represents f , then trimpTˆ8q also computes the function f , which implies
that its size is at least Lpfq. Thus in order to prove the upper bound, it suffices to show that
PpfrTˆ8s “ f and }trimpTˆ8q} ě Lpfqq “ O
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
.
Let us first prove that
PpfrTˆ8s “ f and }trimpTˆ8q} “ Lpfqq “ O
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
. (22)
Recall that the number of repetitions is formally defined as the difference between the number of leaves and the number of
pairwise different variables appearing as labels of these leaves (in their positive or negated form). Assume that trimpTˆ8q
has size Lpfq and that d ě 1 leaves of trimpTˆ8q are labelled by a non-essential variable (or its negation). Assign all the
non-essential variables appearing in trimpTˆ8q to True, and simplify the tree according to Boolean logic, i.e. using the
following four simplifying rules: for every Boolean function h
True^ h “ h True_ h “ True False^ h “ False False_ h “ h.
Since we have only assigned values to non-essential variables, the tree obtained still calculates f , but since we have
removed d leaves, it has size at most Lpfq ´ d ď Lpfq ´ 1, which is impossible since Lpfq is minimum size of a tree
computing f . Therefore, if trimpTˆ8q has size Lpfq, then all its leaves are labelled by essential variables, which implies
that it contains exactly Lpfq ´ γ repetitions, where γ denotes the number of essential variables of f .
In other words,
tfrTˆ8s “ f and }trimpTˆ8q} “ Lpfqu
Ď ttrimpTˆ8q has size Lpfq and contains at least Lpfq ´ γ repetitionsu.
Note that by symmetry, the above inclusion is true for any Boolean function f having γ essential variables. It thus implies
that, ˆ
k
γ
˙
PpfrTˆ8s “ f and }trimpTˆ8q} “ Lpfqq
ď PptrimpTˆ8q has size Lpfq and contains exactly Lpfq ´ γ repetitionsq
ď ErKLpfq,Lpfq´γpT8qs
kLpfq`1´γ
,
in view of Lemma 5.1pbq, where Kp,qpt8q is defined in Equation (18) for any infinite locally finite tree t8 and any
integers p and q. Since
`
k
γ
˘ ě pk ´ γqγ , it is enough to prove that ErKLpfq,Lpfq´γpT8qs is a finite constant (independent
of k). Note that |subppT8q| is bounded from above by
`
NppT8q
p
˘
for all integer p where NppT8q is the (random) number
of nodes at height at most p in T8. Moreover, in view of the definitions of Amax and Fmax (see Equations (16) and (17)),
we have that Fmax is bounded from above by the maximal out-degree of all nodes at height at most Lpfq in T8, and thus
Fmax ď NLpfq`1pT8q. Note also that Amax ď Lpfq. It follows that
KLpfq,Lpfq´γpT8q ď pLpfq `NLpfq`1pT8qqNLpfq`1pT8q
ˆ
NLpfqpT8q
Lpfq
˙
LpfqLpfq´γ
2Lpfq`1
,
and thus has finite expectation in view of Assumption piq. We thus have proved (22)
The second case, when }trimpTˆ8q} ą Lpfq is similar, but simpler. Let us now prove that
PpfrTˆ8s “ f and }trimpTˆ8q} ě Lpfq ` 1q “ O
ˆ
1
kLpfq`1
˙
“ O
ˆ
PkpTrueq ` 1{k
kLpfq
˙
. (23)
Assume that trimpTˆ8q has d ě p ´ Lpfq leaves labelled by variables that are non-essential for f . Take ` the left-most
one, and denote by ν its closer ancestor having arity at least 2. Assign ` to True if its ν is labelled by _ or to False
if ν is labelled by ^. This permit to assign ν to True (resp. False) and to cut all its children (among which there is at
least one other leaf since ν has arity at least 2). Assign all other non-essential variables appearing in trimpTˆ8q to True
(this assigns some of the leaves to True, and others to False depending on the polarity of the literal labelling them). This
operation does not change the function calculated by the tree and after simplification, the obtained tree has size at most
p´ pd` 1q ď Lpfq ´ 1, which is impossible.
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Thus, trimpTˆ8q contains at least Lpfq ` 1 leaves labelled by essential variables of f , and since f has γ essential
variables, it contains at least Lpfq ` 1´ γ repetitions. It follows that
t}trimpTˆ8q} ě Lpfq ` 1 and frTˆ8s “ fu
Ď ttrimpTˆ8q contains at least Lpfq ` 1´ γ repetitionsu.
The above inclusion is true for any Boolean function having γ essential variables, which implies thatˆ
k
γ
˙
P
´
trimpTˆ8q contains at least Lpfq ` 1´ γ repetitions
¯
ď Er}trimpTˆ8q}
2pLpfq`1´γqs ` 2e Er}trimpTˆ8q}Lpfq`1´γs
kLpfq`1´γ
,
in view of Lemma 5.1, which concludes the proof since
`
k
γ
˘ ě pk ´ γqγ and all moments of }trimpTˆ8q} are finite.
5.4 Examples
We show here how to apply Theorem 5.4 to different random trees: we first consider critical Galton–Watson trees, and
then the Ford’s alpha tree.
5.4.1 Application to Galton–Watson trees (Proof of Theorem 2.4)
For all n ě 1, let Tn be a critical Galton–Watson tree conditioned to have size n. Let us denote by ξ its reproduction
random variable: in particular, we have Eξ “ 1. We also assume that there exists a positive constant a such that
Eeaξ ă `8 and that Ppξ “ 1q “ 0.
It is known from the literature, and mentioned earlier in Section 3.3.1 that pTnqně1 converges locally to an infinite
random tree T8 having a unique end, on which are hanging some independent copies of the critical, unconditioned (and
thus almost surely finite) Galton–Watson trees of reproduction ξ. Thus, assumption (H) is satisfied.
Moreover, the proof of Proposition 4.4 tells us that the k-trimmed subtree τ “ trimpTˆ8q of Tˆ8 is such that there
exists a constant c ą 0 such that, for all x ą 0,
Pp}τ} ě xq ď exp p´cx{k2q ,
as long as there exists a ą 0 such that Eeaξ ă 8, which is assumed here.
Thus, for all m ě 1, for all x ě 0,
Pp}trimpTˆ8q}m ě xq ď exp
ˆ´cx1{m
k2
˙
,
which implies that
E}trimpTˆ8q}m ă `8,
which proves that these Galton–Watson trees verify assumption piiq of Theorem 2.3.
Let us now check that Assumption piq is also verified: By assumption, ξ has exponential moments, implying that ξˆ
also has exponential moments. Note that, for all integers m
∆m :“ Nm`1pT8q ´NmpT8q “
∆m´1´1ÿ
i“1
ξ
pmq
i ` ξˆpmq ` 1,
where the ξpmqi ’s are independent copies of ξ and ξˆpmq is a copy of ξ. Therefore, we can prove by induction on m that, for
all integers m, NmpT8q has exponential moments, which implies that Assumption piq holds.
Therefore, Theorem 5.4 applies to this class of Galton–Watson trees, including the Catalan tree model as a particular
case, which proves Theorem 2.4.
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5.4.2 Application to the alpha model (proof of Theorem 2.5)
We consider in this section the alpha–gamma model. For technical reasons, we restrict ourselves to the case α “ γ,
although Theorem 2.5 might also hold for other values of γ. When α “ γ, the probability that the random tree of size n
– called the alpha tree of size n – has a left subtree of size k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u is given by (see Equation (6) in which we
take γ “ α)
qαnpkq “ Γpk ´ αqΓpn´ k ´ αqΓpn´ αqΓp1´ αq
„
α
2
ˆ
n
k
˙
` p1´ 2αq
ˆ
n´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
.
The following lemmas aim at proving that the alpha model verifies Assumption piiq of Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 5.6. For all n ě 1, qαnp1q ě α{2.
Proof. We have:
qαnp1q “ Γpn´ 1´ αqΓpnq
´αn
2
` p1´ 2αq
¯
“ α
2
n` 2p1´2αqα
n´ 1´ α ě
α
2
,
for all integers n.
As a preliminary, let us also prove that
Lemma 5.7. For all δ ą 0, there exists n0 P N (independent of δ) such that, for all n ě n0,ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
qαnpkq ď C2 δ
´2pα`1qn´α, where C “ 2 maxpα{2, 1´ 3α{2q
Γp1´ αq .
Proof. For all δ ą 0, asymptotically when nÑ `8,ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
qαnpkq “
ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
Γpk ´ αqΓpn´ k ´ αq
Γpn´ αqΓp1´ αq
„
α
2
ˆ
n
k
˙
` p1´ 2αq
ˆ
n´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
“ e
α`1 ` op1q
Γp1´ αq
ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
pk ´ α´ 1qk´α´1{2pn´ k ´ α´ 1qn´k´α´1{2
pn´ α´ 1qn´α´1{2„
α
2
nn`1{2
kk`1{2pn´ kqn´k`1{2 ` p1´ 2αq
pn´ 2qn´3{2
pk ´ 1qk´1{2pn´ k ´ 1qn´k´1{2

“ maxpα{2, 1´ 3α{2q ` op1q
Γp1´ αq
ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
ˆ
n
kpn´ kq
˙α`1
ď C
2
p1` op1qq n
ˆ
n
pδnq2
˙α`1
where C “ 2 maxpα{2,1´3α{2qΓp1´αq does not depend on δ.
Let us define the following cutting procedure: a node having at least one child of size 1 is cut with probability ε ą 0.
Let us denote by τpnq the size of the alpha tree of size n after having applied this cut procedure. We are going to prove
that all the moments of τpnq are finite.
Let us start with its expectation:
Lemma 5.8. There exists a constant M1 such that, for all n ě 1, Eτpnq ď M1nα1`ln2 n .
Proof. We prove this result by induction.
Assume that, for all k ď n´ 1, Eτpkq ď M1kα
1`ln2 k . Using the induction hypothesis,
Eτpnq “
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkq pEτpkq ` Eτpn´ kqq ` p1´ εq2qαnp1q p1` Eτpn´ 1qq
ďM1
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
` p1´ εq2qαnp1q
ˆ
1` M1pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2pn´ 1q
˙
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“M1
n´1ÿ
k“1
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
´ 2M1εqαnp1q
ˆ
1` pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2pn´ 1q
˙
` 2p1´ εqqαnp1qp1´M1q.
First note that ˆ
1` pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2pn´ 1q
˙
ě 1` pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2 n ě
nα
1` ln2 n.
Moreover, for all δ ą 0, for C the constant of Lemma 5.7 and all n large enough
n´1ÿ
k“1
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
“
ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
`
ÿ
kăδn or kąp1´δqn
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
ď 2rp1´ δqns
α
1` ln2pδnq
ÿ
δnďkďp1´δqn
qαnpkq `
ˆ pδnqα
1` ln2rp1´ δqns `
nα
1` ln2rp1´ δqns
˙ ÿ
kăδn or kąp1´δqn
qαnpkq
ď 2Crp1´ δqns
α
1` ln2pδnq δ
´2p1`αqn´α ` rδα ` 1s 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns
nα
1` ln2 n
ď 2Cp1´ δqαδ´2p1`αq ` pδα ` 1q 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns
nα
1` ln2 n,
where we have applied Lemma 5.7. In total, we thus get:
Eτpnq ď M1n
α
1` ln2 n
„
pδα ` 1q 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns ´ 2εq
α
np1q

`M1
´
2Cδ´2pα`1q ´ 2p1´ εqqαnp1qq
¯
` 2p1´ εqqαnp1q.
Let us first fix δ such that ´2η :“ δα ´ εα ă 0. It implies that, in view of Lemma 5.6,
pδα ` 1q 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns ´ 2εq
α
np1q ď pδα ` 1q 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns ´ 2ε
α
2
Ñ δα ` 1´ 2εqαnp1q “ 1´ 2η,
when nÑ `8. Thus, there exists nδ such that, for all n ě nδ ,
pδα ` 1q 1` ln
2 n
1` ln2rp1´ δqns ´ 2εq
α
np1q ă 1´ η.
Thus, for all n ě nδ ,
Eτpnq ď M1n
α
1` ln2 n `M1
ˆ
2Cδ´2pα`1q ´ 2p1´ εqqαnp1q ´ ηn
α
1` ln2 n
˙
` 2p1´ εqqαnp1q.
There exists n˜δ ą nδ such that, for all n ě n˜δ ,
2Cδ´2pα`1q ´ 2p1´ εqqαnp1q ´ ηn
α
1` ln2 n ă ´1,
thus, choosing
M1 :“ 2` max
nďn˜δ
"
1` ln2 n
nα
Eτpnq
*
we have that, for all n ě 1,
Eτpnq ď M1n
α
1` ln2 n ´M1 ` 2p1´ εq ď
M1n
α
1` ln2 n,
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 5.9. There exists a constant K ą 0 such that, for all n ě 2, Eτpnq ď K.
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Proof. We have proved in Section 3.3 that the α tree converges locally to an infinite spine on which are attached alpha
trees of random sizes pNiqiě0, from top to bottom in the tree. The sequence pNiqiě0 is a sequence of i.i.d. random
variables having law
PpNi “ kq “ αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αq for all k ě 1.
Let us denote by τp8q the size of this infinite tree after applying it the cutting procedure explained above. First note that
for all i ě 0 PpNi “ 1q “ α. Thus, if we explore the spine from top to bottom, we cut the spine between ui and ui`1
with probability at least αε independently for all i ě 0. Thus, the spine is cut at height at most H where H is a geometric
random variable with parameter εα. Thus,
Eτp8q “ EHEτpN1q “ 1
αε
ÿ
kě1
αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αqEτpkq ď
1
αε
ÿ
kě1
αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αq
kα
1` ln2 k .
Note that
αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αq
kα
1` ln2 k „
α
Γp1´ αq
1
k ln2 k
,
when k Ñ `8. Thus, it is summable, implying that Eτp8q ă `8. Finally remark that, for all n ě 2,
Eτpnq ď Eτp8q “: K,
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 5.10. For all p ě 1, there exists a constant Kp such that, for all n ě 2, Eτpnqp ď Kp.
Proof. Lemma 5.9 is the case p “ 1. For all p ě 1, Eτp1qp “ 1.
Let us fix p, and n, and assume that,
• for all q ď p, for all n ě 2, Eτpnqq ď Kq; and that,
• Let
Mp :“
řp´1
i“1
`
p
i
˘
KiKp´i
2εqαnp1q ,
and assume that, for all k ď n, Eτpkqp ď Mpkα
1`ln2 k .
Applying the induction hypothesis, we have:
Eτpnqp “
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkqErpτpkq ` τpn´ kqqps ` p1´ εq2qαnp1qErp1` τpn´ 1qqps
“
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkq
pÿ
i“0
ˆ
p
i
˙
EτpkqiEτpn´ kqpp´ iq ` p1´ εq2qαnp1q
pÿ
i“0
ˆ
p
i
˙
Erτpn´ 1qis
ď
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkq
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
KiKp´i `Mp
n´2ÿ
k“2
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
` p1´ εq2qαnp1q
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
Ki `Mpp1´ εq2qαnp1q
ˆ
1` pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2pn´ 1q
˙
“
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
KiKp´i ´ 2εqαnp1q
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
Ki
`Mp
«
n´1ÿ
k“1
qαnpkq
ˆ
kα
1` ln2 k `
pn´ kqα
1` ln2pn´ kq
˙
´ 2εqαnp1q
ˆ
1` pn´ 1q
α
1` ln2pn´ 1q
˙ff
Reusing the calculations made in the proof of Lemma 5.9, we get that:
Eτpnqp ď
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
KiKp´i ` p1´ 2εqαnp1qq Mpn
α
1` ln2 n
30
ď Mpn
α
1` ln2 n `
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
p
i
˙
KiKp´i ´ 2εqαnp1qMp
ď Mpn
α
1` ln2 n,
in view of the value of Mp.
We have thus proved that there exists a constant Mp such that, for all n ě 2, Eτpnqp ď Mpn
α
1`ln2 n . To prove that this
implies that Eτpnqp ă `8, let us recall that the local limit of the alpha-tree is an infinite spine on which are hung some
independent alpha-trees of respective sizes pNiqiě1. We have already noticed that if we apply the cutting procedure to
this infinite tree, the spine is cut at level H , where H is a geometric random variable of parameter αε. Note that
EτpN1qp “
ÿ
kě1
αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αqEτpkq
p ď Mpα
Γp1´ αq
ÿ
kě1
Γpk ´ αq
k!
kα
1` ln2 k ă `8.
If we denote by τp8q the size of the obtained tree, then
Eτp8qp “ E
˜
Hÿ
i“1
τpNiq
¸p
ď E
«
Hp´1
Hÿ
i“1
τpNiqp
ff
“ EHpEτpN1qp “: Kp ă `8,
which concludes the proof because Eτpnqp ď Eτp8qp for all n ě 2.
We are now ready to prove that the alpha-tree verifies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4, by relating the idealized cutting
procedure described above to the trimming procedure. We have already proved (see Section 3.3.4) that the alpha tree
locally converges to an infinite tree T8 which consists of an infinite spine to which are attached independent alpha trees
of random i.i.d. sizes pNiqiě0 where
PpN1 “ kq “ αΓpk ´ αq
k!Γp1´ αq .
Hypothesis (H) is thus verified.
The alpha tree is by construction binary (see Figure 2), and thus, Assumption piq of Theorem 5.4 is trivially verified:
for all integer m ě 1, Nm`2m pT8q ď 2mpm`2q ă `8.
Let us couple the trimming procedure applied on Tˆ8 to the following procedure. Let ε “ 1{2k. At first, all nodes of
the local limit of the alpha tree T8 are black: starting from the root,
• if a black node has a child of size 1, then colour it and all its descendent in red; otherwise, colour it in blue;
• when all nodes are coloured either in blue or in red, apply the cutting procedure above for all red parts of the tree:
a red node having a child of size one is cut with probability ε.
One can couple the above procedure with trim so that the size of the obtained tree by the procedure above is larger than the
size of trimpTˆ8q. The black nodes correspond to the nodes in Tˆ8 having empty constraints sets, the red nodes correspond
to nodes having a non-empty constraint set: thus each leaf can make all its siblings inconsistent with probability at least
1{2k. Since the internal nodes that were parent of a set of inconsistent siblings do not contribute to the size of trimpTˆ8q,
cutting them together with their children does not affect the size of trimpTˆ8q (but it might change the Boolean function
calculated by the tree). Thus, the above procedure gives a random tree τ whose size stochastically dominates trimpTˆ8q.
Moreover this tree τ consists in a blue tree to whose leaves are attached some red trees. Let us denote by }blue}
the number of the blue nodes in the above tree: Lemma 5.10 applied in the special case with ε “ 1 gives us that all the
moments of }blue} are finite. Then, the red trees attached to the leaves of the blue tree are i.i.d. There is at most }blue}
of them and by Lemma 5.10 applied to ε “ 12k , their sizes all have finite moments.
Therefore, the size of the whole tree (blue nodes and red nodes) has finite moments, which permits to conclude
that }trimpTˆ8q} has finite moments. We can then apply our main result Theorem 5.4 to the alpha model and deduce
Theorem 2.5.
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